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ABSTRACT
The paper studies the life cycle optimal consumption-investment problem under
a liquidity constraint (the liquid wealth process never becomes negative). For Cobb-
Douglas utility, we first derive closed-form expressions for optimal consumption and
investment strategy using a stopping time approach and then extend this framework
to deal with the fixed leisure choice case. We also pose and solve three alternative
models of optimal consumption, leisure and investment with various liquidity con-
straints. In addition, we obtain analytical comparative statics. We examine whether
the cohort effects matter with the presence of liquidity constraints. In particular,
we identify individuals who experienced low stock market returns are less willing to
invest in equities and express more risk aversion. Finally, we analyze economic cost of
the liquidity constraint in terms of certainty equivalent. Implications of liquidity con-
straints for optimal policies differ considerably from what are shown in the existing
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The problem of optimal consumption and investment decision in financial mar-
kets subject to imperfections has been an important topic studied extensively.
Pliska(1986)’s paper and Merton(1969, 1971)’s seminal papers are among the earliest
literatures to address this topic in a continuous time setting. The case of incomplete
markets was first studied by Cox and Huang(1989), Scheinkman and Weiss(1986),
He and Pearson(1991) and Karatzas, Lehoczky and Shreve(1997). Cvitanic and
Karatzas(1992) considered the case where the agent’s portfolio is restricted to take
values in some given closed convex set.
In this paper, we study the finite lifetime horizon optimal consumption and portfolio
problem when liquid wealth never falls below zero. This is called a liquidity wealth
constraint, which is one of the most important economic constraints on portfolio
selection problems. Young households typically find it difficult to borrow against
future labor income, that is, they always support a nonnegative wealth level. This
inability can significantly affect optimal consumption and investment. Even if an
investor inherits a substantial amount of financial wealth at the beginning of a career,
sufficient increases in the value of human capital will eventually provide incentives
for negative portfolio values. A liquidity constraint comes when borrowing against
one’s future income is restricted. In general, the cash flows of future income cannot
be marketed because idiosyncratic payments often cannot be verified, even when they
are observable. Essentially, future inflows of labor income cannot be part of liquid
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wealth until they are effectively cashed. Equivalently, a liquidity constraint mandates
that short positions must be fully collateralized with marketable assets. As a result,
fund managers typically impose such type of constraint in order to avoid issues caused
by poor credits or moral hazard. More importantly, due to the restrictions on short
sales of securities in practice, the liquid wealth constraint may help to improve the
empirical fit of asset pricing models compared to the models without it.
Consumption portfolio optimization with liquidity constraints is analyzed in a lot
of papers. He and Pages(1993), El Karoui and Jeanblanc(1998) and Detemple and
Serrat(2003) extended the Merton’s model to allow for the presence of labor income.
They developed the stopping time methodology to relate the dual problem to an
American put pricing problem. Grossman and Vila(1992), Dybvig and Liu(2010) and
Shin(2014) all investigated the optimal consumption and portfolio selection problem
with liquidity constraints based on the dynamic programming approach. They used
the constant relative risk aversion(CRRA) utility function to obtain the closed form
solutions. However, the implications of life cycle optimal consumption and portfolio
with liquidity constraints have never been studied, moreover, while optimal consump-
tion and investment policies have been characterized in the literature, little is known
about the real economic costs on adding liquidity constraints.
Our first contribution is to provide a clean and analytical solutions to the lifecy-
cle consumption and portfolio problem with liquid wealth constraints. We extend
the optimal stopping approach developed in the previous literature, such as He and
Pages(1993), El Karoui and Jeanblanc(1998) and Detemple and Serrat(2003). Based
on Bodie, Detemple and Rindisbacher(2012)’s one phase and two phases life cycle
model structures, we obtain explicit solutions to the problem with liquidity con-
straints. Numerical results suggest that for Cobb-Douglas utility, the constrained
investors reduce consumption and leisure relative to the unconstrained case. As a
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matter of fact, consumption and leisure will be strictly lower until the first time at
which the constraint binds. At that point, the liquidity multiplier increases, resulting
in an increase in both consumption and leisure. The ratio of constrained to uncon-
strained consumption/leisure then remain constant until the next hitting time. This
pattern repeats until retirement date. These results shed light on economic insights
regarding the behavior of optimal policies with liquidity constraints. Second, we mea-
sure economic costs of liquidity constraints by introducing the concept of certainty
equivalent (CEQ). We first explain what we measure in terms of certainty equivalent,
however, to quantify certainty equivalent in a dynamic model is not straightforward.
Therefore, we then discretize time interval so that we can compute these certainty
equivalents at each time points by running Monte Carlo simulation. By comparing
the difference between the constrained and unconstrained certainty equivalents, in our
concrete example, we show the actual economic costs by adding liquidity constraints.
Third, as an interesting comparative statics analysis, we investigate how the optimal
consumption and portfolio changes with leisure choice fixed, which provides more
information on optimal policies in the real world. For certainty equivalents for both
consumption and basket, the impact of the liquidity constraint becomes even stronger.
In other words, the economic costs is much higher in fixed leisure choice model than
the ones in the free leisure choice one by adding liquidity constraint. Additionally, the
optimal portfolio changes dramatically over lifetime. It is noticeable that the mean
variance portfolio is no longer constant in the fixed leisure choice models relative to
the free leisure choice case. The numerical results deliver some interesting insights
about the structure and behavior of optimal portfolios among different cases.
In the second half of this paper, we solve analytically for three reformulated choice
problems based on our benchmark model discussed in the first half of this paper. Still,
we consider a finitely lived investor facing liquidity constraints, and receiving labor
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income. The investor can invest his/her savings in two assets: a riskless and a risky
asset(Stock), the return to which is perfectly correlated with wage rate shocks. In
order to understand the effects of the new liquidity constraints on consumption, leisure
and portfolio allocation, we show the comparative statics with respect to certain
model parameters. In addition, we examine cohort effects among different aged people
by fitting different trajectories of Brownian motions based on the historical stock index
data. We find that birth-cohorts that have experienced high stock market returns
throughout their life facing liquidity constraints are more likely to be stock market
participants, in other words, if they participate, they invest a higher fraction of liquid
wealth in stocks. Also, the level of the constrained liquid wealth and consumption for
the generation that experienced the Great Depression is significantly lower than the
one of the other cohorts. Investors behave similarly despite of the liquidity constraints,
and those constrained investors tend to be more conservative in terms of consumption,
leisure, liquid wealth as well as portfolio allocation as we discuss in the benchmark
models. Moreover, we compute survival probability associated with our benchmark
models in order to assess the importance of mortality risk; we compare the difference
between the behavior of a Target Date Fund and our benchmark model; we study the
life cycle portfolio implications of endogenous borrowing in the incomplete markets
setting, and we show that implementation for the incomplete markets models requires
a numerical method for computing the solution of the shadow price of incompleteness.
The paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, we introduce the economic environment
as well as the benchmark model (single phase model). The properties of consumption,
leisure, portfolio and wealth over life cycle has been examined. In Section 3, we extend
our benchmark model to the two phase case, a closed-form solution to this model
is obtained, and numerical results are presented. The economic costs of liquidity
constraints have been measured in terms of certainty equivalent in Section 4. In
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Section 5, we provide the fixed leisure choice case for liquidity constraints. Other
important considerations for life cycle policies with liquid wealth constraints as well




The Single Phase Life Cycle Model
2.1 The Economic Setting
We consider the consumption-investment problem of a finite lived agent who maxi-
mizes the expectation of a time-additive utility function. The agent can distribute
his funds between two assets in the financial market: one riskless asset with rate of
return r(r ≥ 0); the other asset is a stock with its return given by
dRt = µdt+ σdWt (2.1)
where µ is the expected rate of return and σ is the return volatility. The Brownian
motion W represents economic shocks affecting the market.
We assume there are no transaction costs involved in buying or selling these finan-
cial assets. Also, the assumption that the investment opportunity set is constant is
necessary for the tractability of the model.
The control variables of the investor are the dollar amount πt invested in the risky
asset and the consumption ct. The investor’s financial wealth evolves according to:
dXt = (rXt + wth̄1{t<Tr} − ct − wtlt1{t<Tr})dt+ πtσ(θdt+ dWt) (2.2)
where X0 = x represents initial capital. 1{t<Tr} is the indicator of active phase
{t < Tr}. The investor engages in productive activities, supplying labor h = h̄ − l
out of a maximum h̄ feasible. Total labor income at time t is wtht. wth̄ − ct − wtlt
6
denotes the excess of labor income over consumption, i.e., the amount saved at time t.




where (µw, σw) are constants and the initial wage w0 is assumed to be strictly positive.
The expected wage growth rate is µw. The volatility of the wage growth rate is σw.
Given that the wage growth rate is perfectly correlated with the risky asset return,
i.e., there is no unspanned risk. This assumption is strong. It captures a situation
where household income is closely related to the performance of the stock market.
Money managers, hedge fund managers, and other financial professionals all fall in
this category. Our model is relevant for this class of individuals. Consumption and
labor supply choices are nonnegative. Asset allocation policies are unrestricted: Short
positions are allowed.
The agent faces a liquidity wealth constraint, which ensures the nonnegativity of
liquid wealth at all times and with probability one, i.e., Xt ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
Definition 2.1.1. The control (πt, ct, lt) is admissible for the constrained agents fac-
ing a liquidity constraint if
(i) (πt, ct, lt) is a Ft-progressively measurable process where Ft = σ(Ws; 0 ≤ s ≤ t) is
the σ-algebra generated by the Brownian motion Wt.
(ii) ct ≥ 0; lt ≥ 0, for T ≥ t ≥ 0














(iv) Xt ≥ 0, for T ≥ t ≥ 0, where Xt is the financial wealth trajectory given by (2.2)
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when (πt, ct, lt) is used.
Therefore, we denote with A the set of admissible policies for the constrained in-
vestors facing a liquidity constraint.








 s.t. (πt, ct, lt) ∈ A (2.4)
where u(cs, ls) is the instantaneous utility function and as = exp(−βs) is a subjec-
tive discount factor with constant discount rate β. The utility function is strictly




uc(c, l) = lim
l→0
ul(c, l) =∞ and lim
c→∞
uc(c, l) = lim
l→h̄
ul(c, l) = 0
2.2 Optimal Policies
To build intuition, consider first the setting without retirement phase (single phase
model) as the benchmark model. The problem with liquidity wealth constraint then










dXt = (rXt + wth̄− ct − wtlt)dt+ πtσ(θdt+ dWt), X0 = x
dwt = wt(µ
wdt+ σwdWt)
Xt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
ct ≥ 0; lt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
The analysis relies on the stopping time methodology by EI Karoui and Jeanblanc
(1998) and Detemple and Serrat (2003).





Where θ = σ−1(µ− r) is the market price of risk and Wt is the underlying Brownian
motion at time t. The SPD corresponds to the stochastic risk-adjusted discount




is the relative discount factor for valuation at t of cash flows received at s.
The resolution of the constrained problem then boils down to a stopping time problem,
which can be formulated as follows. Define the pair of functions Ic(x, y) and Il(x, y)
satisfying 
uc(Ic(x, y), Il(x, y)) = x
ul(Ic(x, y), Il(x, y)) = y
(2.6)
Where Ic(., .) and Il(., .) are the inverse marginal utility of consumption and the in-
verse marginal utility of leisure respectively. The optimal unconstrained consumption






), and the optimal unconstrained leisure polity






), where z = yξt and y represents the Lagrange mul-
tiplier for the static budget constraint. Both utility functions are properly defined
given Inada conditions. In the presence of the liquid wealth constraint(Xt ≥ 0), the
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optimal wealth always becomes zero at endogenous random times whenever the liq-
uid wealth constraint binds. Since optimal wealth is the present value of future net
























where ϕt,T is the set of stopping times taking values in [t, T ] at which the liquidity
constraint binds.
Theorem 2.2.1. shows that optimal liquid wealth (2.7) can be written as
Xt(z) = X
u
t (z) + P
u
t (z) (2.8)
where Xut (z) represents unconstrained liquid wealth,





















and P ut (z) is an American put option written on unconstrained liquid wealth with
null strike,
P ut (z) = sup
τ∈ϕt,T
Et[max{−ξt,τXuτ (z), 0}] (2.10)
Let B = {Bt : t ∈ [0, T ]} denote the optimal exercise boundary for the stopping time
problem (2.7). The optimal constrained consumption policy is
c∗t = Ic(
(y∗ − γ∗t )ξt
at
,
(y∗ − γ∗t )ξtwt
at
) (2.11)
The optimal constrained leisure policy is
l∗t = Il(
(y∗ − γ∗t )ξt
at
,
(y∗ − γ∗t )ξtwt
at
) (2.12)
where γ∗s = (B0−infv≤s(Bvξv ))
+ is the multiplier for the liquidity constraint and y∗ = B0
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is the multiplier for the static budget constraint at the initial date by assuming that
there is no endowment of shares of stock as well as riskless asset, i.e., X0 = 0.
Thus knowledge of the exercise boundary B completely identifies the constrained
consumption policy.
In order to calculate the American put value and the exercise boundary, it is useful to
write the early exercise premium representation of the option price. For this purpose,
let εs(z) = {z ≥ Bs} be the set of states of nature in which immediate exercise is
optimal at date s and let 1εs(z) be the indicator of immediate exercise.
Theorem 2.2.1. The American put option has the early exercise premium (EEP)























is the EEP. The optimal exercise boundary satisfies the recursive integral equation
Xut (Bt) + Πt(Bt) = 0 (2.14)













)− h̄) = 0 (2.15)
Based on Theorem 2.2.1., optimal liquid wealth has two parts: one is the present value
of net unconstrained consumption (Xut ), the other is the buffer wealth that is used to
meet the liquidity constraint in the future (Πt). The second one is actually the value of
an American put on unconstrained liquid wealth Xuτ according to (2.10). Equivalently,
the buffer wealth is the present value of the gains from early exercise, which consists of
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the net dividend yield on unconstrained wealth. As long as the unconstrained liquid
wealth is positive, immediate exercise is always suboptimal because exercising at such
times only reduces the value of total resources Xt. However, if the unconstrained
wealth becomes sufficiently negative, immediate exercise of the American put option
will be optimal. More concrete results on computing the explicit formula for the
optimal exercise boundary B in Cobb-Douglas utility can be found in the next section.
2.3 Single Phase with Cobb-Douglas Utility
In this section we consider the constrained consumption portfolio problem for the
Cobb-Douglas utility (2.16), we solve the model for the finite horizon case.
u(c, l) =
(cηl1−η)1−R
η(1−R) , R > 0, η ∈ [0, 1] (2.16)
Relative risk aversion is measured by the curvature of the utility function, equal to
R. The parameter η ∈ [0, 1] measures the relative importance of the two commodities
in the utility derived from a consumption basket. A larger (smaller) η indicates that
more importance is placed on consumption (leisure). Suppose that (r, θ, σ, µw, σw) are
constants, for simplicity also assume that there is no endowment of shares of stock
as well as riskless asset, i.e., X0 = 0.
Theorem 2.3.1. The unconstrained optimal wealth is, for all t ∈ [0, T ],







(exp(a(T − t))− 1)

















































K = 1− η −R+Rη


























Here Ww is a Brownian motion under a new measure. The variable x∗ represents the









σw > 0 (< 0). Theorem 2.3.1. leads to the following results.
Theorem 2.3.2. The optimal constrained wealth is, for all t ∈ [0, T ],
Xt = wtV (x
∗





t , t) represents the value of unconstrained wealth and wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·)), is
the buffer stock of wealth required to meet the constraint (EEP).
where
V (x∗t , t) = x
∗
tGt(D1)− h̄Gt(D2)
EP (x∗t ;B(·)) =
T∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv
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with








− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
























σw < 0). The optimal exercise
boundary B is a deterministic function which solves the recursive integral equation
Πt(Bt, wt, B(·)) = wtEP (Bt;B(·)) = wt[h̄Gt(D2)−BtGt(D1)]
BT = h̄







































Proposition 2.3.1. The optimal consumption policy is
ct = (










The optimal leisure policy is
lt = (



























Theorem 2.3.2. shows that the exercise boundary B is entirely determined by the
coefficients of the model. It is of interest to note that B depends on time instead of
the underlying Brownian motion W. Also, the structure of the variable x∗ determines
the exercise boundary. In particular, the volatility of x∗ affects the properties of the
exercise boundary and the put option price. Next, we examine the portfolio policy.

















































where w[0, v] is the last time in [0, v] at which the liquidity constraint binds. This
portfolio has four components: a mean-variance term, a wage hedge, human capital
hedge, and a liquidity hedge. The liquidity hedge is negative (positive) if θ− (1− η+
Rη)σw > 0 (θ − (1− η +Rη)σw < 0).
2.4 Numerical Illustrations
This section specifies all the parameter values that needed to carry out a numerical
analysis to find the dynamic behavior of consumption and portfolio.
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Table 2.1: Parameter values for the single phase model
Subjective discount rate β = 0 Investment horizon T = 45
Relative risk aversion R = 4 Work capacity h̄ = 1
Relative weight η = 2/3 Number of discrete time intervals n = 2347
Market price of risk θ = 0.3 Interest rate r = 0.02
Market return volatility σ = 0.2 Expected wage growth µw = 0.01
Volatility wage growth σw = 0.03 Initial wage w0 = 10
5
Note: (1) Assuming T = Tr = 45. (2) Assuming the active phase starts at age 20.
Figure 2·1 shows the exercise boundary B, which is entirely determined by the
coefficients of the single phase model. It can be computed numerically by the recursive
integral equations. The algorithm to calculate B follows several steps:




Step 2: Approximate the EEP(Π) by trapezoid scheme, i.e.,
T∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv ≈ h · (
1
2




where t = tj and f(ti) = exp((µ
w − σwθ − r)(ti − tj)) · Φ±(x∗tj , Bti , ti − tj).
Step 3: Give Btn = BT , we use bisection method to find Btn−1 numerically as root
of algebraic equation according to the recursive equations of the single phase model







where F (ti) = exp((µ
w − σwθ − r)(ti − tn−1)) · Φ±(Btn−1 , Bti , ti − tn−1).
Step 4: Continue by induction: Given Btn , ...Btj+1 , we solve equation for Btj ,
h̄Gtj(D2)−BtjGtj(D1) = h · (
1
2




where F (ti) = exp((µ
w − σwθ − r)(ti − tj)) · Φ±(Btj , Bti , ti − tj).
Step 5: With Btn , ..., Bt0 , we can obtain Bt, t ∈ [0, T ] by using linear interpolation.
It is of interest to note that B depends on time but not on the Brownian motion
W. The boundary is a perfectly increasing function of time. This suggested right-
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connectedness and down-connectedness property are consistent with the ones of Amer-
ican put option. In Figure 2·2, we notice that an decrease in risk aversion uniformly
decrease the boundary. This behavior follows from the fact that the unconstrained
expenditure to wage ratio x∗ is positively (negatively) related to the underlying source








σw > 0, an increase in risk aversion
reduces the volatility of x∗, which increases the exercise boundary, as a consequence,





Figure 2·3 shows the model implied trajectory of the underlying Brownian motion
W. Realizations for S&P 500 price are sampled every week for 45 years. The data
was collected from S&P 500 from Year 1958 to Year 2002, and the trajectory of the
underlying Brownian motion W was calculated based on the fact that the stock price









given the initial data point W0 = 0. dRt is the stock price return,
µ and σ are the expected market growth and volatility respectively specified in the
Table 2.1.
Figure 2·4 shows the multiplier γ for the liquidity constraint. The multiplier γ is
a stochastic process that starts at 0 and is non-decreasing. It remains constant at
times when the constraint is slack, but it increases when it binds.
Figure 2·5 (a) shows the comparison between constrained consumption and uncon-
strained consumption. Figure 2·5 (b) shows the comparison between constrained
leisure and unconstrained leisure. As seen from the figures, the constrained house-
hold will reduce consumption and leisure relative to the unconstrained case. The
constrained consumption and leisure are strictly lower until the first time at which
the constraint binds. Meanwhile, the liquidity multiplier increases sharply, pushing an
increase in both consumption and leisure. The ratio of constrained to unconstrained
ones remain constant until the next hitting time, at which point it again increases.
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This patten repeats until retirement. In fact, liquidity constraints induce shifts of
resources from good states of nature when the cost of consumption is low to bad
states. Unconstrained households are inclined to reduce expenditures in bad states,
decreasing the need for liquidities, when the costs become sufficiently high, they will
hold negative portfolio balances. While the constrained ones behave quite differently,
they tend to increase demands for both consumption and leisure. Times at which the
constraint binds are times that individuals consume more and work less. Essentially,
it means constrained households save resources in good states and get prepared for
the potential bad states in the future.
Figure 2·6 shows the comparison between constrained liquidity wealth and uncon-
strained liquidity wealth. In order to compute the unconstrained liquidity wealth, we
need the multiplier for the static budget constraint without the liquidity constraint.
It can be easily computed based on the unconstrained part of the liquidity wealth,
i.e., Xu, by assuming there is no endowment at the initial time.
Apparently, the constrained liquidity wealth stays above zero at all times as it should
do. There are only few occasions that the unconstrained liquidity wealth crosses over
the constrained one to the negative region, which is consistent with the fact that the
liquidity multiplier increases at exactly the same time when the crossover happens.
The numerical results suggest two facts: one is that the liquidity wealth level with
liquidity constraint is lower than the level with no constraint; the other is that the
restriction to borrow future income makes the investor may retire in a lower critical
wealth level than in the case of no liquidity constraints for the case of the Cobb-
Douglas utility function. The economic costs of adding liquidity constraint can be
very huge, it is obvious in Figure 2·6 that the loss of wealth from the constrained
case is significant compared to the unconstrained one, the average wealth during the
lifetime for the unconstrained case is more than double the one for the constrained
18
case.
Figure 2·7 shows the comparison between constrained optimal portfolio and uncon-
strained optimal portfolio. For numerical illustration purpose, we need an alternative
approach for deriving the optimal portfolio, since the approach stated in Theorem
2.3.3. requires more computations. By calculating the volatility of the constrained
wealth process
Xt = wtV (x
∗




V (x∗t , t) = x
∗
tGt(D1)− h̄Gt(D2)
EP (x∗t , B(·)) =
T∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv




















The overall fraction invested in equities increases on average during the period in both
cases. It eventually converges to the mean-variance demand of 37.5%. It is also of
interest to note that the fraction of investing to risky asset with the liquidity constraint
is also lower than the fraction with no constraint for the Cobb-Douglas utility function,
which implies that financial constraints can be a significant determinant of individual
portfolios. This tends to explain that why young investors are most likely to be
affected especially with little financial wealth while older investors are more likely
to hold diversified portfolios. This result is in line with several empirical findings.
Moreover, the constrained portfolio fluctuates a lot during the lifecycle, mainly due
to the extra hedging component, which comes from the liquidity constraint hedge in
Figure 2·8.
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Figure 2·8 shows the optimal portfolio and its components (mean-variance term,
wage hedge, human capital hedge and liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total













































The last term in this expression is an alternative formula for the impact of the liquidity





The wage hedge accounts for 3.75% of the total portfolio, and vanishes at the terminal
date. The human capital hedge is initially negative, then increases on average during
the period to eventually vanish at the terminal date. The liquidity constraint hedge
starts with negative, and fluctuates over time until it finally converges to zero. Overall,
the human capital hedging as well as liquidity constraint hedge are the main drive
behind the increasing share of equities on average in the portfolio during the life cycle.
Figure 2·9 shows the impact of liquid wealth and wages on the optimal portfolio in
dollar amount at time t = 0. The liquid wealth varies from 0 to $100, 000, maximum
initial wages from 0 to $100, 000 per year.
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Figure 2·1: The optimal exercise boundary. Parameter values are in
Table 2.1. The horizontal axis starts from age 20 till age 65.
Figure 2·2: The effects of relative risk aversion on the optimal exercise
boundary. Parameter values are in Table 2.1. The boundary is graphed
for relative risk aversion equal to R = 0.25, 0.8, 2, 4.
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Figure 2·3: The trajectory of the Brownian motion. The calculation
method is based on the fact that the stock price follows geometric
Brownian motion. Parameter values are in Table 2.1. Data source is
from Yahoo Finance.
Figure 2·4: The multiplier for the liquidity constraint. Parameter
values are in Table 2.1. The liquidity multiplier is a non-decreasing
function of time, the order of magnitude is 10−15.
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Figure 2·5: The behavior of the optimal consumption and leisure
during the life cycle. The two panels show 90% confidence bands(dark
dotted curves), and the realized trajectories for constrained cases(red
solid curve) and unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) in the model.
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Figure 2·6: The constrained liquidity wealth(red solid curve) and the
unconstrained liquidity wealth(blue solid curve) during the life cycle.
Figure 2·7: The constrained optimal portfolio(red solid curve) and the
unconstrained optimal portfolio(blue solid curve) during the life cycle.
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Figure 2·8: The optimal portfolio and its components: mean-variance
term(blue solid curve), wage hedge(red solid curve), human capital
hedge(yellow solid curve) and liquidity constraint hedge(purple solid
curve) as fractions of total wealth.
Figure 2·9: The figure shows the impact of financial wealth and wages
on the portfolio. Parameter values are in Table 2.1. The maximal
initial liquid wealth is X0 = 100, 000 and the maximal initial wage is
w0 = 100, 000.
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Chapter 3
The Two Phase Life Cycle Model
An essential extension of the single phase model is considered in this section. This
extension adds the retirement period besides the accumulation period. Optimal be-
havior depends on the phase of life cycle, and the optimal policies exhibit significant
differences during the two phase model.
3.1 Optimal Policies
In the presence of a retirement period (two phases model), optimal behavior depends
on the phase of the life cycle. An individual will work until a selected retirement date
Tr and then consume until death T . Preferences take the form:










where ua(cs, ls) and u
r(cs, h̄) are the instantaneous utility of consumption and leisure
during the active period and retirement period respectively. The constant φ is a weight
that captures the relative importance of the retirement period in the household’s
welfare. Utility functions have the same properties as before. All other elements of
the model, such as the financial market structure remain the same.















dXt = (rXt + wth̄1{t<Tr} − ct − wtlt1{t<Tr})dt+ πtσ(θdt+ dWt), X0 = x ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
dwt = wt(µ
wdt+ σwdWt), ∀t ∈ [0, T r]
Xt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
ct ≥ 0; lt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
(3.3)
Likewise, for the retirement period, we define the function ic(x, h̄) satisfying the
marginal utility condition
urc(ic(x, h̄), h̄) = x (3.4)
where ic(., h̄) is the inverse marginal utility of consumption for the retirement period.




Theorem 3.1.1. The constrained liquidity wealth is
Xt(z) =

Xut (z) + P
u








 , for t ∈ [Tr, T ]
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P ut (z) = sup
τ∈ϕt,Tr
Et[max{−ξt,τXuτ (z), 0}]
Let B = {Bt : t ∈ [0, T r]} denote the optimal exercise boundary for the stopping time
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, h̄), for t ∈ [Tr, T ]




(y∗ − γ∗t )ξt
at
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(y∗ − γ∗t )ξtwt
at
), for t ∈ [0, T r)
h̄, for t ∈ [Tr, T ]
where γ∗s = (B0−infv≤s(Bvξv ))
+ is the multiplier for the liquidity constraint and y∗ = B0
is the multiplier for the static budget constraint at the initial date by assuming that
there is no endowment of shares of stock as well as riskless asset, i.e., X0 = 0.
Thus knowledge of the exercise boundary B completely identifies the constrained
consumption policy for the accumulative period, but it has no influence on the one
for the retirement period, since the boundary only exists up to the retirement date,
i.e., Tr. This is one of the key differences between the single phase and the two phases
models, in the single phase model, the boundary exists throughout the life time, since
we let Tr = T .
In order to calculate the American put option and the exercise boundary, we use the
early exercise premium representation of the option price. Then we have the following
results similar to the ones in the single phase model.
Theorem 3.1.2. The American put option has the early exercise premium (EEP)






















is the EEP. Where εs(z) = {w : z ≥ Bs} is the set of states of nature in which im-
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mediate exercise is optimal at date s and 1εs(z) is the indicator of immediate exercise.
The optimal exercise boundary satisfies the recursive integral equation
Xut (Bt) + Πt(Bt) = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T r]



















)− h̄) = 0







, h̄)dv] as t goes to Tr and since the exercise premium converges
to −Ic( zaTr ,
zwTr
aTr
)− wTr(Il( zaTr ,
zwTr
aTr
)− h̄) when evaluated at z = BTr.
3.2 Two Phases with Cobb-Douglas Utility
In this section we consider the presence of a retirement period (two-phase model),
optimal behavior depends on the phase of the life cycle. Suppose that utility functions







1−R, R > 0, η ∈ [0, 1] (3.5)
The assumptions here are the same as the ones in the single phase model. Specializing
Theorem 3.1.1. and Theorem 3.1.2. to this structure leads to the optimal policies.
Theorem 3.2.1. The unconstrained optimal wealth is, for all t ∈ [0, T r]

































(exp(a(Tr − t))− 1)

















w − r − σwθ

































































Ww is a Brownian motion under a new measure. The variable x∗ represents the ratio





σw, is the same as the one in single phase model, which shares the same
properties as we mentioned before. Theorem 3.2.1. leads to the following results.
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t , wt, t) + wtEP (x
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t , wt, t) represents the value of unconstrained wealth during the active
phase and wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·)), is the buffer stock of wealth required to meet the constraint
(EEP).
where












EP (x∗t ;B(·)) =
Tr∫
t
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− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
























σw < 0). The optimal exercise
boundary B is a stochastic function which solves the recursive integral equation

















































































R for t ∈ (Tr, T ]













(1−η+Rη) for t ∈ [0, T r]
h̄ for t ∈ (Tr, T ]
















Theorem 3.2.2. shows that the exercise boundary B depends the particular underly-
ing Brownian motion W, which is different from the case in the single phase. Also,
the structure of the variable x∗, the utility weight φ as well as the particular Brow-
nian motion W all together determine the exercise boundary. Next, we examine the
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portfolio policy.
Theorem 3.2.3. The portfolio policy is


























































































t t ≤ Tr
Xt Tr < t ≤ T






where w[0, v] is the last time in [0, v] at which the liquidity constraint binds. This
portfolio has four components: a mean-variance term, a wage hedge, human capital
hedge, and a liquidity hedge during the active phase. The liquidity hedge is negative
(positive) if θ− (1− η+Rη)σw > 0 (θ− (1− η+Rη)σw < 0). During the retirement
phase, this portfolio is simply just mean variance portfolio.
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3.3 Numerical Illustrations
This section specifies all the parameter values that needed to carry out a numerical
analysis to find the dynamic behavior of consumption and portfolio.
Table 3.1: Parameter values for the two phase model
Subjective discount rate β = 0 Investment horizon T = 60
Relative risk aversion R = 4 Work capacity h̄ = 1
Relative weight η = 2/3 Number of discrete time intervals n = 3130
Market price of risk θ = 0.3 Interest rate r = 0.02
Market return volatility σ = 0.2 Expected wage growth µw = 0.01
Volatility wage growth σw = 0.03 Utility weight φ = 204
Initial wage w0 = 10
5 Retirement date Tr = 45
Note: Assuming the active phase starts at age 20.
Figure 3·1 shows the exercise boundary B. The algorithm to calculate B follows
several steps:




Step 2: Approximate the EEP(Π) by trapezoid scheme, i.e.,
Tr∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv ≈ h · (
1
2






w − σwθ − r)(ti − tj)) · Φ±(x∗tj , Bti , ti − tj)
t = tj
Step 3: Given Btn = BTr, we use bisection method to find Btn−1 numerically as root
of algebraic equation according to the recursive equations of the two phase model.
For each value of wage rate starting from wmin to wmax, we get all the corresponding
Btn−1 . Notice that Btn−1 depends on the starting point (wt0 , t0), because wtn−1 =
wt0 exp
(




















F (ti) = exp((µ
w − σwθ − r)(ti − tn−1)) · Φ±(Btn−1 , Bti , ti − tn−1)
Step 4: Moving back in time for tn−2, tn−3, ..., t0 based on Step 3, we can obtain all
the boundary points for each value of wage rate at each point in time. The boundary
points all depend on the starting point (wt0 , t0).
Step 5: With all the triplets (t, wt, B(t, wt)) that calculated previously, we can plot
the surface by using delaunay triangulation in Matlab. In addition, we can plot the
boundary curve at each point in time.
Unlike the single phase model, the boundary here is not deterministic. It not only
depends on time, but also it depends on the underlying brownian motion. To be
precise, it is actually a three dimension exercise surface for the two phase model.
The exercise curves show the dynamic change as time passes. Overall, the boundary
decreases as time approaches maturity. In the two phase model, the retirement period
matters a lot in determining the optimal liquid wealth, it is becoming more difficult for
the American put option to exercise as maturity (Tr) approaches, since the retirement
period, i.e., the pension plan, always stays positive in the model. In other words, it
pushes the optimal exercise boundary lower as time passes.
Figure 3·2 shows the model implied trajectory of the underlying Brownian motion
W. Realizations are sampled every week for 60 years. The data was collected from
S&P 500 from Year 1958 to Year 2017. The calculation method is the same as the
one in single phase model.
By permanent income hypothesis, we want to choose the utility weight φ so that φ
1
R




(1−η−R+Rη). This is to control the
disruption in consumption pattern as the household enters the retirement phase. In
our model, φ is around 204. When φ is 204 or even larger, the retirement period
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matters a lot in determining the optimal liquidity wealth, it is becoming more diffi-
cult for the American put option to exercise as the maturity approaches, since the
retirement period, i.e., the pension plan, always stays positive in our model. In other
words, it pushes the optimal exercise boundary lower as the time passes. On the
other hand, when φ is small, the optimal exercise boundary is getting close to the
one in the single phase model, the boundary is a increasing function again, since the
pension plan becomes trivial. Figure 3·3 (a) shows the multiplier γ for the liquidity
constraint. It remains zero for [20, 65], which suggests the liquidity constraint is slack
at all times(no bad states). As a matter of fact, the unconstrained liquidity wealth
stays positive as Figure 3·3 (b) illustrates. Besides, the liquidity wealth level with
liquidity constraint is strictly lower than the level with no constraint. Figure 3·3
(c) shows the comparison between the constrained and unconstrained consumption.
Figure 3·3 (d) shows the comparison between the constrained and unconstrained
leisure. The constrained households still keep relative lower level of their optimal poli-
cies relative to the unconstrained ones, due to the positive probability of constraint
bindings at some point in the future.
Figure 3·4 shows the comparison between constrained optimal portfolio and uncon-
strained optimal portfolio. For numerical illustration purpose, we need an alternative
approach for deriving the optimal portfolio, since the approach stated in Theorem
3.2.3. requires more computations. The calculation methods is similar to the one in
the single phase model for the accumulative period, i.e., t ∈ [20, T r + 20]
Xt = wtV (x
∗




V (x∗t , wt, t) = x
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EP (x∗t , B(·)) =
Tr∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv


































For the retirement period, i.e., t ∈ [Tr + 20, T + 20], the optimal portfolio is simply







Figure 3·5 shows the optimal portfolio and its components (mean-variance term,
wage hedge, human capital hedge and liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total
wealth. From the previous derivations, the optimal portfolio has the decomposition


























































The last term in this expression is an alternative formula for the impact of the liquidity






For the retirement period, i.e., t ∈ [Tr + 20, T + 20], the optimal portfolio is simply










Figure 3·6 shows the impact of liquidity wealth and wages on the optimal portfolio
in dollar amount at time t = 0. The liquidity wealth varies from 0 to $100, 000,
maximum initial wages from 0 to $100, 000 per year.
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Figure 3·1: The optimal exercise surface and boundaries. The top
panel shows the optimal exercise surface in terms of time and wage
rate, and wage rate w ∈ [100000, 300000]. The other three panels show




Figure 3·1: The optimal exercise surface and boundaries. The top
panel shows the optimal exercise surface in terms of time and wage
rate, and wage rate w ∈ [100000, 300000]. The other three panels show




Figure 3·2: The trajectory of the Brownian motion. The calculation
method is based on the fact that the stock price follows geometric
Brownian motion. Parameter values are in Table 3.1. Data source is
from Yahoo Finance.
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Figure 3·3: The top panel shows the multiplier for the liquidity con-
straint. The rest of panels show the behavior of the optimal policies
during the life cycle, with 90% confidence bands(dark dotted curves),
and the realized trajectories for constrained cases(red solid curve) and
unconstrained cases(green solid curve).
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Figure 3·3: The top panel shows the multiplier for the liquidity con-
straint. The rest of panels show the behavior of the optimal policies
during the life cycle, with 90% confidence bands(dark dotted curves),
and the realized trajectories for constrained cases(red solid curve) and
unconstrained cases(green solid curve).
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Figure 3·4: The constrained optimal portfolio(red solid curve) and
the unconstrained optimal portfolio(green solid curve) during the life
cycle.
Figure 3·5: The optimal portfolio and its components: mean-variance
term(blue solid curve), wage hedge(red solid curve), human capital
hedge(yellow solid curve) and liquidity constraint hedge(purple solid
curve) as fractions of total wealth.
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Figure 3·6: The figure shows the impact of financial wealth and wages
on the portfolio. Parameter values are in Table 3.1. The maximal
initial liquid wealth is X0 = 100, 000 and the maximal initial wage is




In order to precisely measure the economic costs of adding the liquidity constraint,
we introduce the concept of certainty equivalent. The idea of certainty equivalent is
simple, it is a guaranteed return that someone would accept now, rather than taking
a chance on a higher, but uncertain return in the future. By comparing the certainty
equivalents with and without the liquidity constraints, we can have a sense of the
actual costs by the magnitude of the equivalent loss, which affects on our behaviors
and decisions in the life cycles. To quantify certainty equivalent in a dynamic model
is not straightforward, therefore we discretize the time interval as before so that we
can treat it as the static case, and in each time point, i.e., t ∈ [0, T ] we calculate the
certainty equivalent for our control variables: consumption (CEQC), leisure (CEQL)
as well as certainty equivalent basket (CEQBasket) based on the expected utility
function (U(c, l)). All the parameter values are according to Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Parameter values measuring certainty equivalents
Subjective discount rate β = 0 Investment horizon T = 60
Relative risk aversion R = 4 Work capacity h̄ = 1
Relative weight η = 2/3 Retirement date Tr = 45
Market price of risk θ = 0.3 Interest rate r = 0.02
Market return volatility σ = 0.2 Expected wage growth µw = 0.01
Volatility wage growth σw = 0.03 Utility weight φ = 204
Initial wage w0 = 10
5
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4.1 Single Phase Model
We first establish the formulations for certainty equivalent for consumption and leisure























1− η = E[wt]
η
1− η
Figure 4·1 shows the behavior of certainty equivalent consumption, leisure and bas-
ket. The difference between the CEQ with liquidity constraint and the one without
liquidity constraint shows the cost of adding the liquidity constraint for the single
phase life cycle model. In fact, our model specifically suggests that there is a decent
equivalent loss for consumption, leisure and basket by adding the liquidity constraint.
4.2 Two-Phase Model
Similar to the single phase model, we get all the certainty equivalents by running
Monte Carlo simulation given optimal consumption and leisure in Theorem 3.2.2.






















1− η = E[wt]
η
1− η













Figure 4·2 shows the behavior of certainty equivalent consumption, leisure and bas-
ket. The difference between the CEQ with liquidity constraint and the one without
liquidity constraint shows the cost of adding the liquidity constraint for the two phase
life cycle model. The numerical results suggest that the magnitude of loss overall is
smaller than the one in the single phase model.
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Figure 4·1: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) for
single phase model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, leisure and basket measured by the difference
between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Figure 4·1: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) for
single phase model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, leisure and basket measured by the difference
between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Figure 4·2: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(green solid curve) for
two phase model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, leisure and basket measured by the difference
between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Figure 4·2: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(green solid curve) for
two phase model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, leisure and basket measured by the difference
between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Chapter 5
Fixed Leisure Choice Problem
In this section, we fix the leisure choice (lt = l̄, t ∈ [0, T ]) in our expected utility
functions based on the fact that a lot of people work under employment contract
with limited time flexibility. In most cases around the world, people work for 8 to 10
hours per day on average, which leaves 14 to 16 hours for leisure daily. We thought
it might also be interesting to take a look at the results in reality, meanwhile, we
wanted to know what kind of different optimal policies we would choose compared to
the free leisure choice models that we established before, besides, we wanted to know
in terms of certainty equivalent if the equivalent loss would be bigger than the one
in the free leisure choice models. Such questions intrigued us to extend our work in
this section. The utility functions and all the assumptions remain the same as before.
The Table 5.1 specifies all the parameter values that needed to carry out a numerical
analysis to find the optimal policies.
Table 5.1: Parameter values for fixed leisure choice problems
Subjective discount rate β = 0 Investment horizon T = 60
Relative risk aversion R = 4 Work capacity h̄ = 1
Relative weight η = 2/3 Retirement date Tr = 45
Market price of risk θ = 0.3 Interest rate r = 0.02
Market return volatility σ = 0.2 Expected wage growth µw = 0.01
Volatility wage growth σw = 0.03 Utility weight φ = 204
Initial wage w0 = 10
5 Fixed leisure choice l̄ = 5/8
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5.1 Single Phase Model
Theorem 5.1.1. For the single phase model, optimal constrained wealth is, for all
t ∈ [0, T ],
Xt = wtV (x
∗





t , t) represents the value of unconstrained wealth and wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·)), is
the buffer stock of wealth required to meet the constraint (EEP).
where
V (x∗t , t) = x
∗
tGt(D1) + (l̄ − h̄)Gt(D2)
EP (x∗t ;B(·)) =
T∫
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Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (h̄− l̄)N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
√
v − t)
− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
d(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
log(x∗t /Bv) + (µ





Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the
unconstrained consumption to wage ratio. The optimal exercise boundary B is a
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deterministic function which solves the recursive integral equation
Πt(Bt, wt, B(·)) = wtEP (Bt;B(·)) = wt[(h̄− l̄)Gt(D2)−BtGt(D1)]
BT = h̄− l̄











Proposition 5.1.1. The optimal consumption policy is
ct = (





with y∗ − γ∗t = infv∈[0,t] avξv (Bvwv)
















∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t)σ−1σ∗
where
m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (h̄− l̄)n(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
√
v − t)
− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t)n(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
dx(x
∗






H∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
T∫
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exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t)(∓dx(x∗t , Bv, v − t))dv
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Figure 5·1 shows the behavior of the optimal policies derived from Theorem 5.1.1.
Apparently, the optimal wealth and consumption in the fixed leisure choice model
reduce a lot compared to the ones in the free leisure choice model, even though the
trajectories for optimal wealth and consumption in both models share the similar
trend. Specifically, the peak of the optimal wealth for the free leisure choice model
is about 4 × 105, whereas the peak for the fixed leisure choice model is only about
2 × 105. Moreover, the optimal portfolio components vary a lot. In the fixed leisure
choice model, the mean variance and wage hedge portfolios are both stochastic over
time instead of being constant. Based on Theorem 5.1.1., the mean variance and the






l̄σ−1σw respectively. Also, it is
interesting to note that the liquidity constraint hedge stays strictly above the human
capital hedge over lifetime, whereas in the free leisure choice model, the liquidity
constraint hedge has more negative weight than the human capital hedge initially,
then it becomes less negative as time passes.
Figure 5·2 shows the effects in terms of certainty equivalents. All the parameter
values are provided in Table 5.1. Numerical results suggest that economic costs are
much higher for the fixed leisure choice model with liquidity constraint.
5.2 Two-Phase Model





t , wt, t) + wtEP (x
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t , wt, t) represents the value of unconstrained wealth and wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·))
is the buffer stock of wealth required to meet the constraint (EEP).
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where
V (x∗t , wt, t) = x
∗
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Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (h̄− l̄)N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
√
v − t)
− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
d(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
log(x∗t /Bv) + (µ





Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the un-
constrained consumption to wage ratio during the active phase. The optimal exercise
boundary B is a stochastic function which solves the recursive integral equation








With terminal condition at t = Tr,
































R for t ∈ (Tr, T ]
with y∗ − γ∗t = infv∈[0,t] avξv (Bvwv)
η(1−R)−1l̄(1−η)(1−R)
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Figure 5·3 shows the behavior of the optimal policies derived from Theorem 5.2.1.
In the two phases model, we have the similar results to the ones in the single phase
model. The optimal wealth and consumption here reduce significantly compared to
the ones in the free leisure choice model. Specifically, the peak of the optimal wealth
for the free leisure choice model is about 2×106, whereas the peak for the fixed leisure
choice model is only about 1.5× 106. In addition, the mean variance and wage hedge
portfolios are both stochastic before retirement date and keep constant afterwards in
the fixed leisure choice model. Based on Theorem 5.2.1., the mean variance and the





















l̄σ−1σw respectively for t ∈ [0, T r]; they are θ
R
σ−1 and null respec-
tively for t ∈ (Tr, T ]. Whereas, in the free leisure choice model, the mean variance
portfolio keeps constant throughout the lifetime, while the wage hedge portfolio is
stochastic before retirement and null afterwards. The portfolio components vary sim-
ilarly to the case in the single phase model before the retirement date, and it is just
mean variance portfolio after retirement date in both the free and fixed leisure choice
models.
Figure 5·4 shows the effects in terms of certainty equivalents. All the parameter
values are provided in Table 5.1. Numerical results suggest that economic costs are
much higher for the fixed leisure choice model with liquidity constraint, we remain
the same conclusion here as in the single phase case.
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Figure 5·1: The optimal policies for single phase model with leisure
choice fixed. The middle Panels show optimal consumption, wealth and
portfolio, with realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue
solid curve) and constrained cases(red solid curve). The last Panel
shows the optimal portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 5·1: The optimal policies for single phase model with leisure
choice fixed. The middle Panels show optimal consumption, wealth and
portfolio, with realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue
solid curve) and constrained cases(red solid curve). The last Panel
shows the optimal portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 5·1: The optimal policies for single phase model with leisure
choice fixed. The middle Panels show optimal consumption, wealth and
portfolio, with realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue
solid curve) and constrained cases(red solid curve). The last Panel
shows the optimal portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 5·2: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, fixed leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) for sin-
gle phase model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, fixed leisure and basket measured by the dif-
ference between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Figure 5·2: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, fixed leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) for sin-
gle phase model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, fixed leisure and basket measured by the dif-
ference between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Figure 5·3: The optimal policies for two phases model with leisure
choice fixed. The first Panel shows the optimal exercise surface. The
rest of panels show the optimal consumption and portfolio policies, with
realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve).
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Figure 5·3: The optimal policies for two phases model with leisure
choice fixed. The first Panel shows the optimal exercise surface. The
rest of panels show the optimal consumption and portfolio policies, with
realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve).
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Figure 5·3: The optimal policies for two phases model with leisure
choice fixed. The first Panel shows the optimal exercise surface. The
rest of panels show the optimal consumption and portfolio policies, with
realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve).
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Figure 5·4: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, fixed leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(green solid curve) for
two phases model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, fixed leisure and basket measured by the dif-
ference between constrained and unconstrained cases.
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Figure 5·4: The top panels show the certainty equivalent consump-
tion, fixed leisure and basket, realized trajectories for both constrained
cases(red solid curve) and unconstrained cases(green solid curve) for
two phases model. The bottom panels show the certainty equivalent
loss(%) for consumption, fixed leisure and basket measured by the dif-




The optimal pension plan is the plan that finances consumption during retirement
period, it is also known as retirement wealth. The value of the pension plan can be

















 for t ∈ (Tr, T ]












The fraction of the pension plan value decreases as relative risk aversion increases,
converging to zero as relative risk aversion goes to infinity. A household seeks a spe-
cific pension plan according to the household’s relative risk aversion. For example,
extremely risk averse households look for pension plans delivering a constant annu-
ity during retirement, however, households with positive tolerance for risk look for
pension plans delivering a stochastic consumption flow. In addition, accumulation
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 for t ∈ [0, T r]
0 for t ∈ (Tr, T ]
Under the assumption that utility functions have the Cobb-Douglas representation
(3.5), retirement wealth and accumulation wealth can be computed based on the fact

























tGAt(D1) + wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·)) for t ∈ [0, T r]
0 for t ∈ (Tr, T ]
Figure 6·2 shows the evolution of the value of the pension plan with liquid wealth
constraint for the trajectories of the stock market (S&P 500) and wage displayed in
Figure 6·1. The trajectory of the pension plan with liquid wealth constraint shares
the similar pattern with the one without liquid wealth constraint, the pension plan
value increases steadily over time during the accumulation phase, then it reaches a
peak around the retirement date before it decreases to finance retirement consump-
tion. Meanwhile, the pension plan value has relatively low sensitivity to short-term
fluctuations in the stock market.
Figure 6·3 shows the relationship between the pension plan and other components
in the decomposition of optimal total wealth with liquidity constraint. The behavior
of the various components for the trajectories in Figure 6·1. Based on the discussion
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above total wealth has two ways of decompositions. The first one includes financial
wealth and human capital, the second one includes accumulation wealth and retire-
ment wealth(the pension plan). The pension plan value has low variability relative
to financial wealth, it is generally more stable over time. Moreover, the reduction in
variability is compensated by the increased variability of its complement, accumula-
tion wealth. On the other hand, human capital has relatively low variability due to
the increased variability of its complement, financial wealth.
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Figure 6·1: The figure shows the trajectory of the stock market (S&P
500) over [0, T ] (top panel) and the corresponding trajectory of the
wage over [0, T r] (bottom panel).
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Figure 6·2: The value of the optimal pension plan with liquid wealth
constraint over the life cycle.
Figure 6·3: The components of constrained wealth(green solid curve):
accumulation wealth(red solid curve), retirement wealth(pension





A target date fund (TDF) is known as a lifecycle, dynamic risk or age based fund. It
is a collective investment scheme, designed to provide an investment solution so as to
reduce the exposure to equities as the investors age. Typically, the investors become
more conservative in their asset allocation as the target date approaches. Consider,
for instance, the TDF based on the investment rule
πtdft
X tdft
= a+ b(Tr − t) (7.1)
where a = 0.04 and b = 0.01 according to Bodie and Treussard (2007). This policy
mandates a fraction in equities that is affine in time to retirement. It reduces the
proportion in equities at the rate −b as the investor ages.
The behavior of the optimal liquid wealth subject to a liquidity constraint can be
contrasted with the behavior of the one generated by the TDF policy. In order to
simulate the trajectory of the liquid wealth with the TDF policy, we can use the Euler
discretization based on the SDE (2.2) for t ≤ Tr.




X tdf0 = 0
where h is the time step. In case of random trajectory of Brownian motion, Wt+h −
Wt =
√
hN(0, 1), N(0, 1) denotes a normal random variable with mean zero and
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variance one.
Figure 7·1 shows the comparison between the optimal financial wealth with liquidity
constraint and the one generated by the TDF policy. The two trajectories increase
over time before they both reach a peak during accumulation phase, the financial
wealth with TDF policy generally grows more stable and more conservatively relative
to the financial wealth with liquidity constraint. It should be noted that the aging ef-
fects (equity shares are decreasing with age) reflected in the TDF policy portfolio are
entirely due to the passage of time, leaving variables such as financial wealth, stock
market and wage out of account. However, these factors are non-negligible and they
do change due to shocks affecting the economy. This simple age-based approximations
of the horizon dependence of optimal portfolios are suboptimal, the two-phase model
presented before has verified this point. The TDFs primarily focus on the retirement
date instead of the retirement period, while the optimal allocation during the accu-
mulation phase depends on the optimal pension plan during the retirement period.
The TDF policy will be better off if it considers the optimal behavior throughout the
lifecycle.
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Figure 7·1: The figure shows the optimal financial wealth subject to
liquidity constraint(red solid curve) and the one generated by the TDF
policy with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5 (blue solid curve).
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Chapter 8
Examples for Nonzero Initial Liquid
Wealth
In practice, nonhuman wealth can be negative if the liabilities exceed the nonhuman
assets. Typically, young investors have student loans outstanding and nothing in
their saving accounts after graduation, their financial wealth in such cases is usually
negative at the start of their career(t = 0 in our models). This unique initial condition
can result in a very different life-cycle path for consumption and portfolio policies. In
this section, we consider the case when the initial liquid wealth does not equal to zero,
i.e., X0 6= 0. We will then examine the number of liquidity constraint binding and
optimal consumption-investment policies, and provide an explicit solution in both
models discussed before.
The key to solve the initial liquid wealth not zero case is to find the exact multiplier for
the static budget constraint at the initial date. For the single phase model, the optimal
constraint wealth is Xt = wtV (x
∗
t , t) + wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·)) for all t ∈ [0, T ] according to





0;B(·)). Moreover, the corresponding recursive integral equations
Π0(B0, w0, B(·)) = w0EP (B0;B(·)) = w0[h̄G0(D2)−B0G0(D1)] +X0, for t = 0
Πt(Bt, wt, B(·)) = wtEP (Bt;B(·)) = wt[h̄Gt(D2)−BtGt(D1)], for t ∈ (0, T )
BT = h̄, for t = T
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The optimal consumption, leisure and portfolio policies are the same as the benchmark
model that we derived in Theorem 2.3.2., Theorem 2.3.3. and Equation (2.17).
Without loss of generality, we assume the initial liquid wealth (X0) equals 10
5 as
an example in the single phase model. Table 2.1 can be referred to for details of
other model parameters. Figure 8·1 shows the behavior of the optimal policies for
this particular example. The optimal exercise boundary in Figure 8·1(a) suggests
that the initial boundary point, B0 suddenly increases quite a bit due to the different
integral equation at initial date given non-zero initial liquid wealth. Intuitively, if we
treat w0V (x
∗
0, 0)−X0 as the new unconstrained part of wealth at initial date, it will
increase the odds for the EEP part of wealth to early exercise. As a consequence, the
optimal exercise boundary for the American put option will increase accordingly based
on the value of the initial liquid wealth. Since we take a relatively large initial liquid
wealth, which equals 105 in our concrete example, consequently the liquid constraint
never binds during lifetime according to Figure 8·1(b) and Figure 8·1(e), although
the rest of the optimal policies have the similar behaviors to the ones with zero initial
liquid wealth.
The same argument applies to the two phase model. Still, we assume the initial liquid
wealth (X0) equals 10
5. The rest of the model parameters can be found in Table 3.1.
Similarly, the optimal exercise surface jumps at initial date (see Figure 8·2(a)), and
the liquidity constraint never binds during lifetime (see Figure 8·2(b) and Figure
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8·2(e)). Figure 8·2 can be referred to for the behavior of the optimal policies for
two-phase model with non-zero initial liquid wealth.
Non-participation appears evident for both models at the beginning of the lifecycle.
Compared with the non-zero initial liquid wealth case, households with zero initial
liquid wealth hold little or almost no risky assets in their portfolio in the beginning.
In addition, there exists a positive relationship between equity demands and level of
liquid wealth, apparently, the level of the liquid wealth in the non-zero initial liquid
wealth case is much higher than the one in the zero initial liquid wealth case, generat-
ing a higher level of equity shares as a result. The empirical evidence concerning the
wealth effect is very little known in the literature. Aging effect can be confirmed in
the non-zero initial liquid wealth case as well, since equity shares are non-decreasing
in age. Only older investors do not increase equity shares further more.
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Figure 8·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase model
with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5. The middle panels show optimal
consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajectories for
both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and constrained cases(red
solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio function at
time t = 0.
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Figure 8·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase model
with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5. The middle panels show optimal
consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajectories for
both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and constrained cases(red
solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio function at
time t = 0.
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Figure 8·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase model
with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5. The middle panels show optimal
consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajectories for
both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and constrained cases(red
solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio function at
time t = 0.
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Figure 8·2: The behavior of the optimal policies for two phases model
with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5. The first panel shows the optimal
exercise surface. The rest of panels show optimal consumption, leisure
and portfolio policies, with realized trajectories for both unconstrained
cases(green solid curve) and constrained cases(red solid curve).
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Figure 8·2: The behavior of the optimal policies for two phases model
with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5. The first panel shows the optimal
exercise surface. The rest of panels show optimal consumption, leisure
and portfolio policies, with realized trajectories for both unconstrained
cases(green solid curve) and constrained cases(red solid curve).
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Figure 8·2: The behavior of the optimal policies for two phases model
with initial liquid wealth X0 = 10
5. The first panel shows the optimal
exercise surface. The rest of panels show optimal consumption, leisure
and portfolio policies, with realized trajectories for both unconstrained




Cohort effects have been studied in various settings, and they are extremely important
and useful in explaining economical phenomenon. In order to determine whether a
cohort effect is present or not, a researcher may conduct a cohort study to research on
variations over time among individuals who are defined by some shared life experience.
Cohort effects are evident in the presence of a liquidity constraint as we show in this
section.
The importance of cohort effects has been analyzed in the economic literature.
Ameriks and Zeldes (2004) reports an individual’s life experience, part of which
is common to those growing up at the same age, could influence behavior. They
then conclude that if knowledge acquired through firsthand experience has a stronger
impact on individual decision making than knowledge acquired secondhand. They
further argue that another potentially cohort-related difference would be in educa-
tional background. When estimating portfolio share equations, they exclude cohort
effects. Consequently, they find no evidence supporting a gradual reduction in portfo-
lio shares with age. By running multiple regression, Malmendier and Nagel (2011) also
find that birth-cohorts that have experienced high stock market returns throughout
their life report lower risk aversion, are more likely to be stock market participants,
and, if they participate, invest a higher fraction of liquid wealth in stocks. Some
simple cross-sectional comparisons provide empirical evidence of large differences be-
tween different birth cohorts and the role of past experience. In cross-sectional data
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set from ten credit markets, Agarwal, Driscoll, Gabaix and Laibson (2009) find that
middle-aged adults make fewer financial mistakes including suboptimal use of credit
card balance transfer offers, misestimation of the value of one’s house, and excess
interest rate and fee payments than younger and older adults. They conclude that
financial mistakes follow a U-shaped pattern, with the cost-minimizing performance
occurring around age 53. They also discuss several leading factors that may con-
tribute to these effects including cohort effects. Chen, Wong and Lee (2001)’s study
employs cohort analysis method proposed by Mason et al. (1973) as well as age
standardization and decomposition to examine the life insurance pattern in the U.S.
from 1940 through 1996. They find that the baby boomers tend to purchase lesser
life insurance than their earlier counterparts and that this phenomenon consequently
led to the decline of recent life insurance purchases in the U.S. Men show a strong
negative cohort effects while women have strong positive cohort effects. To analyze
the decline in personal saving rates in the U.S. in the 1980s, Attanasio (1998) reports
that the cohorts in their 40s and 50s during the 1980s are those mainly responsible
for the decline in aggregate saving. The lower level of saving for these cohorts was
reflected in a strong decline in aggregate saving because those cohorts were in the
part of their life cycle when saving are highest. In our model, we have a consistent
result by decomposing the liquid wealth into two parts: expenditures(Ct + wtlt) and
savings(Xt−Ct−wtlt). People typically accumulate their savings to the highest level
right before retirement despite cohort effects. Figure 9·1 illustrates this phenomena.
Some other empirical evidence on the behavior of investors has also been studied
in the literature. Until recently, there were few empirical studies that examined
lifecycle behavior in portfolio choice problem due to a lack of detailed data. Among
those papers, the empirical evidence concerning wealth effect (the positive relationship
between equity shares and wealth level) appears ambiguous. Based on both Survey of
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Financial Characteristics of Consumers and Surveys of Consumer Finances for 1962,
1983, 1989, 1992 and 1995, Carroll (2001) concludes that the top 1% of households in
net worth invest 74.2% in stock, whereas other households invest only 16.3% of their
net worth in stock on average. However, in our paper and some other papers listed in
Appendix, this conclusion can only apply for the period before retirement, investors
who have retired simply take mean variance portfolio (constant equity weight) even
their wealth level is decreasing with age. The other phenomenal fact emerging from
the literature is called aging effect (equity shares are non-decreasing with age). The
identifying assumptions about age, time, and cohort effects typically differ across
studies, the results depend mainly on the choice of identifying assumptions. One of
the earliest studies, King and Leape (1987) report, using a single cross section of
data by assuming that there are no cohort effects, that the likelihood of equity shares
increases with age. However, Bodie and Crane (1997) provide some contradicting
results by using a cross-sectional survey of TIAA-CREF participants. They find
that investors reduce their equity shares with age. In Yoo (1994)’s paper, he uses
three separate cross-sections of data to analyze age patterns in asset allocation. His
multivariate regression model tells that the share of wealth in equities increases during
accumulation period, and then declines after retirement, forming a hump-shaped age
patterns. Poterba and Samwick (1997) find, using pooled data from the Survey of
Consumer Finances from 1983, 1989 and 1992, portfolio shares of all taxable equity
are increasing over most ages but flat over older ages by assuming there are no time
effects. They find no cohort effects in this measure of equity exposure. This conclusion
is consistent with our results generated from our benchmark models, equity shares
are non-decreasing over the working life, and then keep constant until death after
retirement. During retirement period, older investors typically take mean variance
portfolio.
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In this section, we analyze whether the age difference and personal experience with
historical events in the stock market matter for optimal behavior and economic deci-
sions with liquidity constraints. We examine empirically whether individuals’ optimal
consumption, leisure, portfolio policies as well as hedging components differ depend-
ing on the stock market in the history they experienced during the whole course of
their lives. In particular, we test whether individuals who experienced low stock mar-
ket returns or stock market crisis/recessions are less willing to invest in equities and
express more risk aversion. We are also curious to ask, to what extent experiences
early in lifecycle have a significant effect on long-term investment behaviors.
In terms of methodology, unlike the traditional cohort studies using multiple regres-
sion with empirical data, our approach is to use our benchmark model established
before with the only input from S&P 500 index data, so it is a “data free” approach.
To test our hypothesis, we first use S&P 500 index data retrieved from Bloomberg
terminal from Year 1929 to Year 2019 to conduct retrospective cohort study (looking
back in time, thus using existing data). Then we extend the existing data of S&P
500 index to the end of Year 2064 by simulation for the purpose of prospective cohort
study (requiring the collection of new data). Figure 9·2 shows the trajectory of the
stock market (S&P 500) and the corresponding Brownian motions from Year 1929 to
Year 2064 based on the historical data from Year 1929 to Year 2019 (in blue line) as
well as the simulated data from Year 2019 to Year 2064 (in red line). Big historical
events such as financial crisis and recession during Year 2019 to Year 2019 have been
marked in both plots.
A simple cross-sectional comparison provides enough evidence of differences between
cohorts. Figure 9·3 shows the behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and portfolio
policies in three different birth cohorts for retrospective cohort study. We observe a
stark difference between the constrained liquid wealth and consumption of the old
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cohort (born in 1909 in blue line) and later cohorts: middle aged cohort (born in
1924 in green line) and young cohort (born in 1939 in red line). The level of the
constrained liquid wealth and consumption for the generation that experienced the
Great Depression during 1930s as young adults is significantly lower than the one of
the other two cohorts. specifically, the constrained liquid wealth for the old cohort
remains at a extremely low level for more than two decades since the start of his
lifecycle. Almost at the age of 45, the old cohort started to accumulate his liquid
wealth before his wealth reached a peak at the age of 65. The middle aged cohort,
who experienced the post-war economic expansion years during his teenage life, had
been making money since the early stage of his career. His liquid wealth is more
than twice as high as the old cohort’s. For the young cohort, his liquid wealth and
consumption dip a little, consistent with the fact that this cohort reached age 30-35
just around the 1970s stock market crash. However, after his thirtieth, the young
cohort who was in a bull market started to recover significantly from his loss during
his early years.
Figure 9·4 shows the behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and portfolio policies
in three different birth cohorts for prospective cohort study. Still, we find a cohort-
related difference between the constrained liquid wealth and consumption of the old
cohort (born in 1954 in blue line) and later cohorts: middle aged cohort (born in 1969
in green line) and young cohort (born in 1984 in red line). Our model suggests that
old cohort starting to work in 1974, without experiencing the dismal stock return of
the 1973-1974, had higher rates of stock market participation, higher allocation of
stocks, consequently lower risk aversion than the other two cohorts. For middle aged
cohort, the effect of the early 1990s recession was moderated by a few boom years
right after that recession. The bull stock market flipped quickly after September 11
attacks, young cohort had lower expected life-time average returns, and also lower
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rates of stock market participation, lower allocation of stocks, and higher risk aversion
than older cohorts. The bear financial market didn’t change a bit for stock investors
until the Financial Crisis during 2007-2009. All these changes are correlated in the
age profile of lifecycle average return and risk-taking.
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Figure 9·1: The top panel shows the trajectories of saving rate for the
retrospective cohort group, including old investor(blue dotted curve),
middle aged investor(green dotted curve) and young investor(red dotted
curve). The bottom panel shows the trajectories of saving rate for the
prospective cohort group, including old investor(blue dotted curve),
middle aged investor(green dotted curve) and young investor(red dotted





Figure 9·2: The top panel shows the trajectory of the stock market
(S&P 500), including historical data from Year 1929 to Year 2019(blue
solid curve) and simulated data from Year 2019 to Year 2064(red dotted
curve). Big stock market crashes are listed in the figure: The Great
Depression, 1973-1974 Stock Market Crash, Black Monday, Early 1990s
Recession, September 11 Attacks and Financial Crisis 2007-2009. The
bottom panel shows the corresponding trajectory of Brownian motions
from Year 1929 to Year 2064. Data Source is from Bloomberg Terminal.
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Figure 9·3: The behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and port-
folio policies in three different birth cohorts(old cohort(blue curve),
middle aged cohort(green curve) and young cohort(red curve)) for ret-
rospective cohort study. The middle panels show the optimal portfolio
components(mean-variance term, human capital hedge, wage hedge and
liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total wealth.
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Figure 9·3: The behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and port-
folio policies in three different birth cohorts(old cohort(blue curve),
middle aged cohort(green curve) and young cohort(red curve)) for ret-
rospective cohort study. The middle panels show the optimal portfolio
components(mean-variance term, human capital hedge, wage hedge and
liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total wealth.
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Figure 9·3: The behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and port-
folio policies in three different birth cohorts(old cohort(blue curve),
middle aged cohort(green curve) and young cohort(red curve)) for ret-
rospective cohort study. The middle panels show the optimal portfolio
components(mean-variance term, human capital hedge, wage hedge and
liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total wealth.
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Figure 9·4: The behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and port-
folio policies in three different birth cohorts(old cohort(blue curve),
middle aged cohort(green curve) and young cohort(red curve)) for
prospective cohort study. The middle panels show the optimal portfo-
lio components(mean-variance term, human capital hedge, wage hedge
and liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total wealth.
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Figure 9·4: The behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and port-
folio policies in three different birth cohorts(old cohort(blue curve),
middle aged cohort(green curve) and young cohort(red curve)) for
prospective cohort study. The middle panels show the optimal portfo-
lio components(mean-variance term, human capital hedge, wage hedge
and liquidity constraint hedge) as fractions of total wealth.
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Figure 9·4: The behavior of optimal consumption, leisure and port-
folio policies in three different birth cohorts(old cohort(blue curve),
middle aged cohort(green curve) and young cohort(red curve)) for
prospective cohort study. The middle panels show the optimal portfo-
lio components(mean-variance term, human capital hedge, wage hedge




Our analysis mainly relies on the assumption and the methodology suggested by
Bodie, Detemple and Rindisbacher (2012). In the paper, they assume that mortality
is determined by an inhomogeneous Poisson process with a jump arrival intensity λ(v)
that depends on time. The random time of death corresponds to the time of the first
jump in the Poisson process. As the probability of survival past a threshold is null,
it is important to restrict the arrival intensity. We know T is the physical maximum
of life in our previous assumption. To ensure that death does not occur past T , it
suffices to consider intensities such that λ(v) = ∞ for v ∈ [T, T + ε),∀ε > 0. The
probability P (0, s) of surviving past s is





which converges to zero as soon as s exceeds the maximum threshold T . In addition,








Compared to the unconstrained models by Bodie, Detemple and Rindisbacher (2012),
the liquidity effect here is striking, although the rest of the conclusions generated
below are similar to the case without liquidity constraints. The liquidity constraint
reduces the level of consumption, leisure as well as financial wealth significantly,
investors facing liquidity constraints typically behave more conservatively as opposed
to the unconstrained ones.
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Theorem 10.0.1. For the two-phase model which assumes that mortality is de-
termined by an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity function λ(v), let







be the conditional survival probability at time t (i.e.,
the conditional probability at time t of surviving past time s, s ≥ t). The optimal
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where wtV (x
∗
t , wt, t) represents the value of unconstrained wealth during the active
phase and wtEP (x
∗
t ;B(·)), is the buffer stock of wealth required to meet the constraint
(EEP).
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boundary B is a stochastic function which solves the recursive integral equation
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 for t ∈ (Tr, T ]
It is interesting to note that optimal consumption and leisure (c∗t , l
∗
t ) as well as liquid-
ity multiplier (γ∗t ) and static budget multiplier (y
∗), conditional on survival, remain
unchanged given the formulas in the theorem above, since the ratio subjective dis-
count rate to state price density, a
ξ
, is not affected by the survival probability and the
intensity of death arrival. However, liquid wealth, human capital and total wealth
shown above have all changed forms by adding the conditional survival probability,
P (t, v), in the expressions. In fact, based on Theorem 10.0.1., the model with mor-
tality risk is the same as a model without mortality risk, but adjusted subjective
discount rate and interest rate given by
β∗(t) = β + λ(t) (10.1)
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r∗(t) = r + λ(t) (10.2)
Mortality risk increases both quantities by a same amount equal to the intensity of
occurrence of death. Other than this modification, the rest of the model structure
and the optimal policies are equivalent to our previous two-phase model established
before. However, the effects on policies are a little complicated. On one hand, mor-
tality risk reduces human capital, it implies a tighter budget constraint, leading to a
reduction in consumption. On the other hand, mortality risk also reduces the present
value of a given expenditure because of the potential early date of death. It relaxes
the constraint and leads an increase in consumption. The behavior of the decision
variables in the model really depend on the relative strengths of these two conflict-
ing effects. For the rest of the numerical analysis, we only consider that mortality
is determined by a homogeneous(stationary) Poisson process with intensity λ, which
is a constant and represents the expected or average number of jumps existing in a
given bounded time interval. The results from Theorem 10.0.1. can thus be further
simplified for a homogeneous Poisson process with adjusted subjective discount rate
and interest rate
β∗ = β + λ (10.3)
r∗ = r + λ (10.4)
Figure 10·1 shows the behavior of the optimal policies over the lifecycle, for the
model with random lifetime. All the model parameters are consistent with the ones
in the previous sections for the two phase model. In particular, maximum lifetime is
kept at T = 60. The intensity of death arrival is λ = 0.12(a homogeneous Poisson
process) [see Bodie, Detemple and Rindisbacher (2012)]. Realized trajectories are
constructed from the wage and stock market paths during Year 1939-1999 retrieved
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from Bloomberg Terminal. The introduction of random lifetime leads to an increase in
both consumption and leisure during lifecycle, since the budget multiplier decreases
with random mortality, and the size of the liquidity multiplier is relatively small in
this example. The rest of the results including financial wealth, total wealth, human
capital and pension plan are all lower than the ones with non-random lifetime (λ = 0).
Compared to non-random lifetime, Investors tend to behave less conservatively with
random lifetime, they consume more and work less. Meanwhile, their wealth level
is strictly lower than the one with non-random lifetime. This is the consequence of
differences in optimal portfolios.
Table 10.1: Consumption and leisure for T = 60 and 80 (maximum
age 80 and 100)
Maximum age (T + 20)
T = 60 (Age 80) T = 80 (Age 100)
Age c l c l
30 72, 152 0.3512 72, 142 0.3511
40 114, 560 0.4585 114, 550 0.4585
50 141, 470 0.5102 141, 440 0.5101
60 128, 390 0.4666 128, 370 0.4665
65 155, 580 0.5201 155, 530 0.5200
70 132, 790 1 132, 790 1
75 156, 330 1 156, 320 1
80 217, 910 1 217, 900 1
Figure 10·2 shows the behavior of the optimal policies over the lifecycle, with random
lifetime and different maximum lifetimes. All the model parameters are consistent
with the ones in the previous sections for the two phase model. Still, the intensity
of death arrival is λ = 0.12. Realized trajectories are constructed from the wage
and stock market paths during Year 1939-2019 retrieved from Bloomberg Terminal.
Table 10.1 gives detailed information on the changes for consumption and leisure
over lifecycle with different maximum lifetimes. As we see from Table 10.1, an
increase in the maximum lifetime from T = 60 to T = 80, has a very small impact on
consumption and leisure during lifecycle given the mortality rate, λ = 0.12. In fact,
consumption and leisure decrease sightly. The reason underlying these changes is the
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heavy discounting associated with contingencies far in the future [see Bodie, Detemple
and Rindisbacher(2012)]. In addition, financial wealth, total wealth and pension plan
are getting bigger after age 65 with the longer maximum lifetime (T = 80), since
resources are needed to finance consumption during the additional 20 years of the
retirement period.
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Figure 10·1: Confidence bands and trajectories during the life cycle,
with random lifetime. This figure shows 90% confidence bands for
λ = 0.12 (blue dotted curves) and realized trajectories for λ = 0.12
(green solid curve) and λ = 0 (red solid curve), for endogenous variables
in the model with random lifetime. Maximum lifetime is set at T = 60
(age 80).
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Figure 10·2: Trajectories during the life cycle, with random lifetime
and different maximum lifetimes. The figure shows realized trajecto-
ries for T = 80 (green solid curve) and T = 60 (red dotted curve),
for endogenous variables in the model with random lifetime. Realized
trajectories are constructed from the wage and stock market paths de-
scribed before. The intensity of death is λ = 0.12.
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In our analysis we consider three reformulated cases besides our benchmark model
with no borrowing constraint discussed before. Our benchmark model ensures the
nonnegativity of liquid wealth at all times with probability one by assuming that
short positions must be fully collateralized with marketable assets. Then extending
to any predetermined constant natural borrowing limit(Problem 1) offers investors
more flexibility. Next moving to a more concrete case(Problem 2) allows investors
to borrow against part of their human capitals. Subsequently moving to the future
income case(Problem 3) when labor income can be marketed isolates the impact of
borrowing against future income. Below are the three choice problems corresponding
to the above three cases. An explanation of the notation immediately follows the
problem statements.
11.1 Constant Borrowing Constraint
Problem 1 (Constant Borrowing Constraint). The same as our benchmark model
discussed before, except that the nonnegativity constraint, i.e., Xt ≥ 0 is replaced by
the constant borrowing constraint
Xt ≥ −x ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (11.1)
where x is the constant predetermined natural borrowing limit for x > 0.
The analytical solutions to Problem 1 are the same as the ones for our benchmark
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models, the constant predetermined natural borrowing limit, x, allows more flexibility
compared to the no borrowing constraint case, which usually results in fewer number
of constraint bindings. In the extreme cases, there are no bindings due to the large
positive x, then the optimal liquid wealth is mainly from the unconstrained part of
liquid wealth. Detailed proof and explanation are in Appendix.
11.2 Human Capital Constraint
Human capital is unique and differs from any other capital, but it is non-negligible.
More importantly, it is part of a person’s potential asset. Human capital constraint
allows investors who will be well educated or trained to borrow against their future
human capitals.
Problem 2 (Human Capital Constraint). The same as our benchmark model dis-
cussed before, except that the nonnegativity constraint, i.e., Xt ≥ 0 is replaced by the
human capital constraint
Xt ≥ −p ·Ht ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (11.2)
where p is the proportion that allowed to borrow from the human capital (Ht) for
p ∈ [0, 1]. Note that in the two-phase model, the human capital (Ht) will be null after
retirement date Tr. The constraint will be relaxed as a result.
The human capital constraint changes stochastically over time, which means the
investor faces dynamic liquidity constraints. It is easy to see that if the constant p
has the value of 0, the liquidity constraint is the same with the benchmark model, so
it does not affect optimal policies derived before. If p = 1, Problem 2 collapses to the
unconstrained case without any liquidity constraints, which can be easily verified by
simple calculations. The general idea of solving Problem 2 is to perform a change of
variables into a new variable, the new liquid wealth. The advantage of this approach is
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that it switches our primary problem to our benchmark model with the nonnegativity
constraint. The analytical solutions to Problem 2 can be stated as follows.
Theorem 11.2.1. (Single Phase Model). The optimal constrained wealth is, for all
t ∈ [0, T ],
Xt = wtV (x
∗
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Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (1− p)h̄N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
√
v − t)
− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
d(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
log(x∗t /Bv) + (µ






Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the
unconstrained expenditure to wage ratio. The optimal exercise boundary B is a deter-
ministic function which solves the recursive integral equation
Πt(Bt, wt, B(·)) = wtEP (Bt;B(·)) = wt[(1− p)h̄Gt(D2)−BtGt(D1)]
BT = (1− p)h̄



































Proposition 11.2.1. (Single Phase Model). The optimal consumption policy is
ct = (










The optimal leisure policy is
lt = (
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where
m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (1− p)h̄n(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
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Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (1− p)h̄N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
√
v − t)
− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
d(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
log(x∗t /Bv) + (µ





Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the
unconstrained expenditure to wage ratio during the active phase. The optimal exercise
boundary B is a stochastic function which solves the recursive integral equation
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where
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Compared to Problem 1, the major difference in the analytical solutions here is from
the extra term, 1− p, before the maximum work capacity, h̄, since now we define the
new liquid wealth by X̂t = Xt + p · Ht. Detailed explanation and proof are in the
Appendix. Figure 11·1, Figure 11·2 and Figure 11·3 show the optimal exercise
surface, boundaries and the optimal investment policies for two different periods of
models with the human capital constraint.
11.3 Future Income Constraint
Future income is an example of an endowment stream. In case that those idiosyncratic
payments can be verified and observed, imposing the future income constraint will be
interesting to be discussed, because it allows investors’ to borrow against their future
income or partial future income.
Problem 3 (Future Income Constraint). The same as our benchmark model discussed
before, except that the nonnegativity constraint, i.e., Xt ≥ 0 is replaced by the future
income constraint
Xt ≥ −p · It ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (11.3)





, and p is the
proportion that allowed to borrow from the future income (It) for p ∈ [0, 1]. Note that
in the two-phase model, the future income (It) will be null after retirement date Tr.
The constraint will be relaxed as a result.
As mentioned in the Problem 2, the future income constraint changes dynamically.
If p = 0, Problem 3 collapses to the benchmark model with nonnegative wealth
constraints. If p = 1, Problem 3 becomes unconstrained without facing liquidity
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constraints. The approach to solve Problem 3 is similar to the approach to solve
Problem 2. Problem 3 shares the same optimal exercise boundaries with Problem 2,
however, the state variable, x∗, in Problem 3 has different form. By using the fact




1−ηwt,∀t ∈ [0, T ], we can easily
separate the original optimal liquid wealth Xt from our new transformed liquid wealth
X̂t by simple calculations. The analytical solutions to Problem 3 can be stated as
follows.
Theorem 11.3.1. (Single Phase Model). The optimal constrained wealth is, for all
t ∈ [0, T ],
Xt =
1
1− p+ pη X̂t −
pη
1− p+ pηHt
The human capital Ht is specifically,
Ht = wth̄Gt(D2)
The new transformed liquid wealth X̂t is defined as
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Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the
new unconstrained expenditure to wage ratio. The optimal exercise boundary B is a
deterministic function which solves the recursive integral equation
Πt(Bt, wt, B(·)) = wtEP (Bt;B(·)) = wt[(1− p)h̄Gt(D2)−BtGt(D1)]
BT = (1− p)h̄








































Proposition 11.3.1. (Single Phase Model). The optimal consumption policy is
ct = (










The optimal leisure policy is
lt = (
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The human capital Ht is specifically,
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Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the new
unconstrained expenditure to wage ratio during the active phase. The optimal exercise
boundary B is a stochastic function which solves the recursive integral equation
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where
m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = (1− p)h̄n(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
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In addition to the extra term, 1−p, in this problem, the liquidity multiplier has a new
form, the same extra term, 1 − p, appears in its expression, which will be relevant
in the following comparative statics propositions. Figure 11·2, Figure 11·4 and
Figure 11·5 show the optimal exercise surface, boundaries and the optimal invest-
ment policies for two different periods of models with the future income constraint.
The new liquid wealth by changing of variables is now X̂t = Xt + p · It. It is not
straightforward to find the optimal liquid wealth (Xt) directly, however, the optimal
consumption to leisure ratio
c∗t
l∗t
helps us find a path to separate the optimal liquid
wealth from our new liquid wealth. The approach to solve the rest of the Problem 3
is similar to the approach to solve Problem 2.
11.4 Comparative Statics Analysis: Two-Phase Models
We also present the comparative statics on the change in p in the following proposi-
tions for both Problem 2 and Problem 3.
Proposition 11.4.1. (Human Capital Constraint). The optimal policies with human
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capital constraints in Problem 2 have the following properties with respect to constant
p:
i) The liquidity demand on consumption increases with p and so does the optimal
leisure.
ii) The optimal constrained liquid wealth increases with p.
iii) the liquidity hedging demand increases with p if and only if σ∗ > 0, and so
does the optimal investment in the risky asset (stock).
Proposition 11.4.1. is an immediate consequence of the optimal exercise boundaries
with respect to p. Figure 11·6 provides graphical demonstration of the proposition.
All the numerical values of the parameters are the same as in the benchmark models,
except for p. As p increases, the model becomes less constrained, consequently the
optimal consumption, leisure and wealth policies will get much closer to the uncon-
strained ones.
Figure 11·6 illustrates the consumption, leisure, liquid wealth and portfolio with
respect to p when p ∈ [0, 1]. As p increases, the liquidity constraint is relaxed and
it leads to larger consumption, leisure as well as liquid wealth. It is shown to be
monotonicity-preserving. When σ∗ > 0, the liquidity hedging demand is negative and
it increases with p, which implies that the liquidity demand goes up to 0 as p increases.
With σ∗ < 0, the symmetric argument is applied and the liquidity demand also
decreases to 0. Therefore, the absolute level of liquidity hedging demand decreases
to 0 and thus the liquidity constraint becomes negligible as p increases, this is, the
liquidity loss gets smaller as p increases until the liquidity constraint is totally relaxed.
It is interesting to note that wealth, leisure, consumption and portfolio are so close
when p 6= 0, those constrained cases are similar to the unconstrained one since the
initial exercise boundary point B0 determines the static budget multiplier y
∗, similar
B0s make those the static budget multipliers all very close to the unconstrained case
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especially when there are not many constraint bindings during lifecycle. From the
liquidity hedging demand plot, we see strong evidence from those p 6= 0 cases that
these liquidity hedging demands are all very close to zero during lifecycle, which makes
it almost no difference with the unconstrained case. Investors add their investment
as the liquidity restriction is relaxed, since their negative liquidity constraint hedging
demand and other hedging components increase as a whole.
Proposition 11.4.2. (Future Income Constraint). The optimal policies with future
income constraints in Problem 3 have the following properties with respect to constant
p:
i) The liquidity demand on consumption has a hump-shaped function with p, and
so does the optimal leisure.
ii) The optimal constrained liquid wealth and the optimal investment in the risky
asset (stock) are shown to be not monotonicity-preserving with p.
iii) The liquidity hedging demand in the optimal portfolio increases with p if and
only if σ∗ > 0.
Proposition 11.4.2. is an immediate consequence of the optimal exercise boundaries
with respect to p. Figure 11·7 provides graphical demonstration of the proposition.
All the numerical values of the parameters are the same as in the benchmark models,
except for p.
Figure 11·7 illustrates the consumption, leisure, liquid wealth and portfolio with
respect to p when p ∈ [0, 1]. As p increases, the liquidity constraint is relaxed and it
does not necessarily create larger consumption, leisure, wealth as well as investment in
risky asset (stock) as we see in Problem 2. The intuition lies in the expression for the
















11.3.2. The initial boundary point B0 decreases concavely as p increases, while the
total term in the denominator of the expression decreases linearly as p increases. As
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a result, it leads to a non-monotonic function for y∗ in terms of p. As we see from
Figure 11·7, the consumption and leisure are a little larger (p = 0.25) than the ones
(p = 0, p = 0.5 and p = 0.75). However, the liquidity hedging demand shows the
similar pattern as we see in Problem 2, the absolute level of liquidity hedging demand
decreases to 0 and thus the liquidity constraint becomes negligible as p increases until
the constraint is totally relaxed. However, the other hedging components including
human capital hedge and wage hedge make it difficult to conclude the monotonic
pattern with respect to p in optimal portfolio as we see in Problem 2.
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Figure 11·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The middle pan-
els show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with re-
alized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The middle pan-
els show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with re-
alized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The middle pan-
els show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with re-
alized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·2: The optimal exercise surface and boundaries for two-
phase model with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The first
panel shows the optimal exercise surface in terms of time and wage
rate, and wage rate w ∈ [100000, 300000]. The other three panels show




Figure 11·2: The optimal exercise surface and boundaries for two-
phase model with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The first
panel shows the optimal exercise surface in terms of time and wage
rate, and wage rate w ∈ [100000, 300000]. The other three panels show




Figure 11·3: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The middle panels show
optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajec-
tories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and constrained
cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio func-
tion at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·3: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The middle panels show
optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajec-
tories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and constrained
cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio func-
tion at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·3: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with the human capital constraint (p = 0.1). The middle panels show
optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajec-
tories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and constrained
cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio func-
tion at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·4: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with the future income constraint (p = 0.1). The middle pan-
els show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with re-
alized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·4: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with the future income constraint (p = 0.1). The middle pan-
els show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with re-
alized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·4: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with the future income constraint (p = 0.1). The middle pan-
els show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with re-
alized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·5: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with the future income constraint (p = 0.1). The middle panels show
optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajec-
tories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and constrained
cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio func-
tion at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·5: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with the future income constraint (p = 0.1). The middle panels show
optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajec-
tories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and constrained
cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio func-
tion at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·5: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with the future income constraint (p = 0.1). The middle panels show
optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with realized trajec-
tories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and constrained
cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal portfolio func-
tion at time t = 0.
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Figure 11·6: Comparative statics analysis with respect to the param-
eter p for human capital constraints. The trajectory is graphed for the
parameter p equal to p = 0(black), 0.25(yellow), 0.5(green), 0.75(blue),
1(red).
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Figure 11·6: Comparative statics analysis with respect to the param-
eter p for human capital constraints. The trajectory is graphed for the
parameter p equal to p = 0(black), 0.25(yellow), 0.5(green), 0.75(blue),
1(red).
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Figure 11·7: Comparative statics analysis with respect to the param-
eter p for future income constraints. The trajectory is graphed for the
parameter p equal to p = 0(black), 0.25(yellow), 0.5(green), 0.75(blue),
1(red).
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Figure 11·7: Comparative statics analysis with respect to the param-
eter p for future income constraints. The trajectory is graphed for the




Relaxation of Liquidity Constraints
A liquidity constraint is likely to bind for many households in the early stages of
the life cycle. Young adults who are typically paying their student loan debt find it
difficult to capitalize their near-guaranteed future income due to liquidity constraints.
However, they may anticipate a relaxation of liquidity constraints after certain point
in time during their lifetime, as they gradually accumulate their wealth and credits.
Below is the choice problem corresponding to the above case.
Problem 4 (Relaxation of Liquidity Constraints). The same as our benchmark model
discussed before, except that the nonnegativity constraint, i.e., Xt ≥ 0 is relaxed after
certain point in time
Xt ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T̂ ] (12.1)
where T̂ is the certain point in time during lifetime for ∀T̂ ∈ [0, T ]. Note that in the
two-phase model, T̂ is between time t = 0 and retirement date Tr.
The analytical solutions to Problem 4 are the same as the ones for our benchmark
models, except that the exercise boundaries are up to time T̂ instead of time T . The
detailed solutions to Problem 4 can be stated as follows.
Theorem 12.0.1. (Single Phase Model). The optimal constrained wealth is, for all
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where
V (x∗t , t) = x
∗
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Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the
unconstrained expenditure to wage ratio. The optimal exercise boundary B is a deter-
ministic function which solves the recursive integral equation
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Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t) = h̄N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t)± σ∗
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Here Φ+(Φ−) applies when σ∗ > 0 (σ∗ < 0). The variable x∗ is defined as the
unconstrained expenditure to wage ratio during the active phase. The optimal exercise
boundary B is a stochastic function which solves the recursive integral equation





















With terminal condition at t = T̂
wT̂V (BT̂ , wT̂ , T̂ ) + (−wT̂V (BT̂ , wT̂ , T̂ ))+ + wT̂ (h̄−BT̂ ) = 0
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Figure 12·1, Figure 12·2 and Figure 12·3 show the optimal exercise surface,
boundaries and the optimal investment policies for two different periods of models
with relaxation of liquidity constraints. In the single phase model, the non-zero un-
constrained liquid wealth at time T̂ mainly causes the hump-shaped exercise boundary
(Figure 12·1(a)). The static budget multiplier for the unconstrained model is very
close to the one for the constrained model, after several increases from the liquid-
ity multiplier during the life cycle (Figure 12·1(b) and Figure 12·3(a)), we can
barely tell the differences between the unconstrained and constrained consumption
or leisure.
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Figure 12·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
T ). The middle
panels show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with
realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 12·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
T ). The middle
panels show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with
realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 12·1: The behavior of the optimal policies for single phase
model with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
T ). The middle
panels show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with
realized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(blue solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 12·2: The optimal exercise surface and boundaries for two-
phase model with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
Tr). The top
panel shows the optimal exercise surface in terms of time and wage rate,
and wage rate w ∈ [100000, 300000]. The other three panels show the






Figure 12·2: The optimal exercise surface and boundaries for two-
phase model with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
Tr). The top
panel shows the optimal exercise surface in terms of time and wage rate,
and wage rate w ∈ [100000, 300000]. The other three panels show the






Figure 12·3: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
Tr). The middle panels
show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with real-
ized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 12·3: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
Tr). The middle panels
show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with real-
ized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal
portfolio function at time t = 0.
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Figure 12·3: The behavior of the optimal policies for two-phase model
with relaxation of liquidity constraint (T̂ = 1
2
Tr). The middle panels
show optimal consumption, leisure, wealth and portfolio, with real-
ized trajectories for both unconstrained cases(green solid curve) and
constrained cases(red solid curve). The last panel shows the optimal




Incomplete markets are financial market realities that are important for a variety of
investors. In this section, we deal with an incomplete market setting in which the
income risk is not perfectly correlated with the traded assets in the market. Typically,
the income risk is unhedgeable which stems from a forced unemployment event.
Consider a financial market consisting of a riskless (a bank account) and a risky asset
(a stock). We assume a constant opportunity set by (r, θ, σ). We let St denote the
price of the stock at time t, and the price dynamics is
dSt = St(rdt+ σ(θdt+ dW
1
t ))
The Investors earn a stochastic wage rate wt until a predetermined retirement data






1− %2σw2 dW 2t )
where W 1 and W 2 are two different standard Brownian motions, W 1 is independent
of W 2. Here µw is the expected growth rate of wage rate, σw is the wage volatility,
and % ∈ [−1, 1] is the instantaneous correlation between stock returns and wage
growth. We assume that these parameters are all constants. Unless σw = 0 or
|%| = 1, the investors face an incomplete market because investors cannot fully hedge
against income shocks. The Sharpe ratio of the stock is θht = θ, which is hedgeable.
The Sharpe ratio of unhedgeable risk is a stochastic process θu to be identified in
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the optimization problem. This price is preference specific and captures the shadow
price of the incompleteness. The state price density by hedgeable risk is ξ. The
density associated with unhedgeable risk is η. The new stochastic discount factor for
valuation is now ξη.


















































































































The shadow price of incompleteness is determined by the condition that it is not
hedgeable
θut = (1− η −R+Rη)σw2
√









































































where w[0, v] is the last time in [0, v] at which the liquidity constraint binds. This
portfolio has five components: a mean-variance term, a wage hedge, human capital
hedge, a liquidity hedge and a new hedge, πh,ut , which is a hedge against (hedgeable)
fluctuations in the shadow price of incompleteness. The liquidity hedge is negative







s represents the Malliavin derivative of the shadow price of
incompleteness with respect to hedgeable risk W 1 and unhedgeabe risk W 2 respec-
tively. The optimal consumption, leisure and wealth are similar to the ones shown in
the benchmark models, implementation for the incomplete markets models requires a
numerical method for computing the solution of the shadow price of incompleteness
(θu).

























































































































The shadow price of incompleteness is determined by the condition that it is not






























































































































t , t ≤ Tr
Xt, T r < t ≤ T








The shadow price of incompleteness is determined by the condition that it is not
hedgeable for Tr < t ≤ T ,
θut = 0
where w[0, v] is the last time in [0, v] at which the liquidity constraint binds. This
portfolio has five components: a mean-variance term, a wage hedge, human capital
hedge, a liquidity hedge and an incompleteness hedge during the active phase. The
liquidity hedge is negative (positive) if θ−(1−η+Rη)σw1 % > 0 (θ−(1−η+Rη)σw1 % < 0).
During the retirement phase, this portfolio is simply just mean variance portfolio, and
the market is complete since the only uncertainty in the market comes from the stock.
The optimal consumption, leisure and wealth are similar to the ones shown in the
benchmark models, implementation for the incomplete markets models requires a
numerical method for computing the solution of the shadow price of incompleteness
(θu) for t ≤ Tr.
Table 13.1: Comparison between complete market (% = 1) and in-
complete market (% = 0) before retirement date (Tr).


























Before retirement date (Tr), mean variance portfolio keeps constant over time despite
the correlation between stock and wage growth. However, the correlation has an
impact on the rest of the portfolio components. For simplicity sake, when stock and
wage growth are totally uncorrelated (% = 0), Table 13.1 suggests that both wage
hedge and human capital hedge are zero, and that liquidity hedge and incomplete
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market hedge are unclear to quantify since the correlation influences the shadow
price of incompleteness (θu) dynamically. In addition to the correlation impact, the
number and the timing of liquidity constraint bindings over lifecycle, i.e., 1{w[0,v]≥t},
affects both liquidity hedge and incomplete market hedge by the definition of the
indicator function. For example, if there are only few bindings or no bindings over
the lifecycle on average, liquidity hedge and incomplete market hedge will be relatively
small compared to the mean variance portfolio. On the other hand, if there are a lot
of bindings over the lifecycle, both liquidity hedge and incomplete market hedge will
become dominantly important relative to the mean variance portfolio. In particular,








In this paper, we investigated the optimal consumption and investment problems with
liquid wealth constraints. We provided analytical solutions by extending the stopping
time approach developed by He and Pages (1993), El Karoui and Jeanblanc-Picque
(1998) and Detemple and Serrat (2003). We showed that the optimal policies differ
dramatically from that described in the previous literature (see Bodie, Detemple and
Rindisbacher (2012)), which doesn’t consider the liquidity constraint hedging demand.
We extended the no-borrowing constraint Xt ≥ 0 to a fixed amount of borrowing
allowed case, such as Xt ≥ x with x > 0, which implies that the borrowing limit does
not depend on the level of labor income or human capital. Human capital constraints
and future income constraints were also studied in the paper. The liquid wealth
constraint as a stochastic borrowing constraint in those cases is closer to the real
world borrowing constraint than the non-negative wealth constraint or a liquidity
constraint that simply restricts the wealth level to greater or equal to a deterministic
value. In this sense, we believe that this work can produce a better understanding
of the essential features of real life situations where the investors behave in terms
of consumption and investment. Moreover, we provided interesting implications of
the presence of liquid wealth constraints for the behavior of optimal consumption
portfolio policies in cohort effect studies, mortality risk analysis as well as pension
plan design. We also considered a simple incomplete market case, implementation for
the incomplete market models requires further critical thinking in future research.
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In summary, the model underlying our analysis was simple by design that allows
tractable analytical solutions in the consumption-investment problem. Many impor-
tant properties and implications suggested in our models are fundamentally generated
from the impact of the liquidity constraint hedging against the liquid wealth con-
straint. The analysis carried out in this paper sheds light on the dynamic properties
of household decision variables and related quantities.
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= Xut (z) + sup
τ∈ϕt,T
Et[−ξt,τXuτ (z)]
= Xut (z) + Πt(z)
Note that stopping is never optimal when unconstrained wealth is positive. As a
result Πt(z) = supτ∈ϕt,T Et[(−ξt,τXuτ (z))+] is a put option on unconstrained wealth
with zero strike. By the Tanaka-Meyer formula, the put option payoff is

















Note that XuT (z) = 0. To obtain the recursive equation for the boundary pro-
cess, note that Xt(Bt) = 0. The boundary condition follows since unconstrained
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)− wT (Il( zaT ,
zwT
aT
)− h̄) when evaluated at z = BT .
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1.: The unconstrained optimal wealth is






































− 1R (1−η−R+Rη) + (
η
1− η )












































































(exp(D1(T − t))− 1)− wth̄
1
D2





























(exp(a(T − t))− 1)








































(1− η + ηR)( 1
R
(1− η + ηR) + 1)(σw)2dt− 1
R2
(1− η + ηR)θσwdt− β
R
dt
Under the equivalent measure Qw, the process dWwt = dW
∗







































































Proof of Theorem 2.3.2.: The optimal constrained wealth is, for all t ∈ [0, T ]
Xt(x
∗




t ) + Πt(x
∗
t , wt, B(·))
= wt[x
∗







tGt(D1)− h̄Gt(D2)] + wtEwt
 T∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))(h̄− x∗v)1{x∗v≤Bv}dv

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The event {x∗v ≤ Bv} is equivalent to
Wwv −Wwt√






























σw > 0 and the reverse inequality otherwise. Substituting in the expression
for Π(x∗t , wt, B(·)) and computing the expectation gives
Πt(x
∗
t , wt, B(·)) = wt
 T∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv

Where








− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
With
























σw < 0). The optimal exercise
boundary B is a deterministic function which solves the recursive integral equation
Πt(Bt, wt, B(·)) = wt[h̄Gt(D2)−BtGt(D1)]
BT = h̄
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By taking the Malliavin derivative on both sides of the equation, the volatility of
the left-hand side of the equation should equal to the right hand side one, then the




























































































































































= −(y∗ − γ∗v)1{w[0,v]≥t}(θ − (1− η +Rη)σw)











































Proof of Theorem 3.1.1.: First, consider the constrained liquidity wealth when
t ≤ Tr. The optimal wealth is the present value of future net consumption, it satisfies
the optimal stopping problem,
Xt(z) = max{XAt , XBt }























































where ϕt,T r is the set of stopping times taking values in [t, T r], ϕTr,T is the set of
stopping times taking values in [Tr, T ]. However, the liquid wealth constraint will
never bind during the retirement period, since the optimal liquid wealth, Xt for
t ∈ [Tr, T ] is strictly positive due to the fact that Xt purely finances retirement
consumption and consumption is constrained to be positive at all times. Therefore,
the optimal liquid wealth, Xt, in the presence of a liquid wealth constraint, becomes
null at random times during the accumulation period only.














































































































= Xut (z) + sup
τ∈ϕt,Tr
Et[−ξt,τXuτ (z)]
= Xut (z) + sup
τ∈ϕt,Tr
Et[max(−ξt,τXuτ (z), 0)]

































The second step in the derivation above comes from simple adding and subtracting
rule, and the last two steps follow because stopping is never optimal when uncon-
strained wealth is positive, otherwise it reduces the value of resources Xt(z).
Second, consider the liquidity wealth when Tr < t ≤ T .
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After retirement, there is no more labor income inflows, the only wealth comes from
financial wealth, i.e., Xt, therefore, the nonnegative consumption ensures that the
financial wealth stays positive at all times during retirement period if it is CRRA
utility, which satisfies the Inada conditions.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1.: The unconstrained optimal wealth when t ≤ Tr,





























































































































































(exp(a(T − t))− exp(a(Tr − t)))

















w − r − σwθ









The variable x∗t is defined the same as the one in Theorem 2.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.3.
Proof of Equation (2.17): The constrained wealth process is
Xt = wtV (x
∗








EP (x∗t , B(·)) =
T∫
t


















t , t) = Gt(D1)
EPx(x
∗
t , B(·)) =
T∫
t




t , Bv, v − t) = m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t)(∓dx(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
− exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
with








− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))n(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
dx(x
∗






























H∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
T∫
t











exp(D2(v − t))m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t)(∓dx(x∗t , Bv, v − t))dv



















Note that Gt function, x
∗
t , Ht, Nt, J , D1 and D2 are all defined in Theorem 2.3.1.
and Theorem 2.3.3.
Proof of Equation (3.24): The constrained wealth process for the active phase is
Xt = wtV (x
∗




V (x∗t , wt, t) = x
∗









EP (x∗t , B(·)) =
Tr∫
t
exp((µw − σwθ − r)(v − t))Φ±(x∗t , Bv, v − t)dv











t , t) + EPx(x
∗















t , t) = GAt(D1)
EPx(x
∗
t , B(·)) =
Tr∫
t




t , Bv, v − t) = m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t)(∓dx(x∗t , Bv, v − t))− exp(µ∗(v − t))N(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
with








− x∗t exp(µ∗(v − t))n(∓d(x∗t , Bv, v − t))
dx(x
∗











































H∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t) =
Tr∫
t











exp(D2(v − t))m∓(x∗t , Bv, v − t)(∓dx(x∗t , Bv, v − t))dv
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Note that GAt, GTt, x
∗
t , Ht, Nt, J , P , D1, D2 and D3 are defined in Theorem 3.2.1.
and Theorem 3.2.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.1.1.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1., Theorem 2.3.2.
and Theorem 2.3.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, Theorem 3.2.2.
and Theorem 3.2.3.

























































A counting process, a type of stochastic process, can be denoted as {Nt, t ≥ 0}.
A counting process represents the total number of occurrences of events that have
happened up to and including time t with intensity function λ(v). In the event of
death, {Nt ≥ 1}, consumption and leisure are null. The probability of survival in








equivalent optimization problem, if we simply combine subjective discount rate and
survival probability in the objective function, and again combine state price density
and survival probability in the static budget constraint





ξ∗t = ξtP (0, t) = exp
− t∫
0










This is nothing but a same model established before with modified time dependent
subjective discount rate and interest rate given by (28) and (29). Same methodology
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applies for the rest of the proof.











































































= Xut (z) + sup
τ∈ϕt,T
Et [−ξt,τ (Xuτ (z) + x)]
= Xut (z) + Πt(z)
Note that stopping is never optimal when the new unconstrained wealth, i.e., X̂u(z) =
Xu(z) + x, is positive. As a result Πt(z) = supτ∈ϕt,T Et
[
(−ξt,τ (Xuτ (z) + x))+
]
is a
put option on the unconstrained wealth Xu(z) with −x strike. By the Tanaka-Meyer
formula, the put option payoff is

















Note that XuT (z) + x = x > 0. To obtain the recursive equation for the boundary
process, note that Xt(Bt) = −x. The boundary condition follows since unconstrained





)− wT (Il( zaT ,
zwT
aT
)− h̄) when evaluated at z = BT .







































































































































= Xut (z) + sup
τ∈ϕt,Tr
Et [−ξt,τ (Xuτ (z) + x)]

















= Xut (z) + Πt(z)
To obtain the recursive equation for the boundary process, note that Xt(Bt) = −x.











)− wTr(Il( zaTr ,
zwTr
aTr
)− h̄) when evaluated at z = BTr. Intuitively, if we
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take Xu(z) + x as the new unconstrained wealth, it will decrease the odds for the
EEP part of wealth to early exercise since stopping is never optimal when the new
unconstrained wealth is positive, as a result, the optimal exercise boundary for the
American put option will decrease based on the value of x for x > 0. The rest of
the analytical solutions to Problem 1 are the same as the ones for our benchmark
models with nonnegativity constraints.
Proof of Theorem 11.2.1.: Let the new liquid wealth be X̂t = Xt + p ·Ht. Then


















































































= X̂ut (z) + Πt(z)
where





















Using Ito’s lemma and the definition of the Sharpe ratio µ − r = σθ shows that the
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new liquid wealth evolves according to






= (rX̂t + wt(1− p)h̄− ct − wtlt)dt+ (pHtσw + πtσ)(θdt+ dWt)
= (rX̂t + wt(1− p)h̄− ct − wtlt)dt+ π̂tσ(θdt+ dWt)
The second line above is obtained by collecting terms. The third line introduces the
definition π̂tσ = pHtσ
w + πtσ, where π̂tσ represents the volatility of the new liquid
wealth and Htσ
w is the volatility of the human capital value. By the Tanaka-Meyer























To obtain the recursive equation for the boundary process, note that X̂t(Bt) = 0. The
boundary condition follows since unconstrained wealth converges to zero as t → T
and since the exercise premium converges to −Ic( zaT ,
zwT
aT




when evaluated at z = BT . The rest of the analytical solutions to Problem 2 are the
same as the ones for our benchmark models with nonnegativity constraints.
Proof of Theorem 11.2.2.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 11.2.1., Theorem
3.1.1., Theorem 3.2.1. and Theorem 3.2.2.
Proof of Theorem 11.3.1.: Let the new liquid wealth be X̂t = Xt + p · It. Then



















































































= X̂ut (z) + Πt(z)
where





















Note that buffer wealth is the present value of the gains from early exercise, which























To obtain the recursive equation for the boundary process, note that X̂t(Bt) = 0. The
boundary condition follows since unconstrained wealth converges to zero as t → T
and since the exercise premium converges to −Ic( zaT ,
zwT
aT




when evaluated at z = BT .
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Next, consider the relationship between the liquid wealth (Xt) and the new liquid






c∗v + wv(1− p)(l∗v − h̄)
)
dv
 By definition of X̂t























 Add (1− p)Ht
⇒ X̂t + (1− p)Ht










 Divide by 1− p+ pη
⇒ X̂t + (1− p)Ht














1− p+ pη X̂t −
pη











The rest of the analytical solutions to Problem 3 are the same as the ones for our
benchmark models with nonnegativity constraints.
Proof of Theorem 11.3.2.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 11.3.1., Theorem
3.1.1., Theorem 3.2.1. and Theorem 3.2.2.

















































































































= Xut (z) + sup
τ∈ϕt,T̂
Et [−ξt,τXuτ (z)]
= Xut (z) + Πt(z)
Note that stopping is never optimal when the unconstrained wealth is positive. As




is a put option on the unconstrained


























is not necessarily zero.
To obtain the recursive equation for the boundary process, note that Xt(Bt) = 0.
The boundary condition follows since unconstrained wealth converges to Xu
T̂
(z) as
t→ T̂ and since the exercise premium converges to −Ic( zaT̂ ,
zwT̂
aT̂




when evaluated at z = BT̂ .
Proof of Theorem 12.0.2.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 12.0.1., Theorem
3.1.1., Theorem 3.2.1. and Theorem 3.2.2.
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Proof of Theorem 13.0.1.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.3.
Proof of Theorem 13.0.2.: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.3.
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